
 
 

Unapproved Minutes 
Meeting of the Yorkshire Dales Local Access Forum 

Held on Tuesday 22 September 2009  
Hudswell Village Hall 

 
Present: Michael Bartholomew (MB) – Chair, Jon Beavan (JB), Andrew Colley (AC), David 
Gibson (DG), Michael Kenyon (MK), Jerry Pearlman (JP), Malcolm Petyt (MP), Alistair 
Thompson (AT), Pat Whelan (PWh), Phillip Woodyer (PW). 
 
YDNPA Officers present: Alan Hulme (AH), Rachel Briggs (RB) – LAF Secretary, Jon 
Avison (JA), Andy Ryland (AR). 
 
The meeting started at 1.15pm. 
 
 
1. Welcome 
 
MB welcomed Alan McNicoll (AMcN) from Cumbria County Council and Doug Huzzard 
(DH) from North Yorkshire Country Council. 
 
 
2. Apologies 
 
Apologies were received from Peter Bradfield (PB), Stephen Butcher (SB), Guy Keating 
(GK). David Bartlett (DB), Ken Miller (KM), Paul Tibbatts (PT), Rob Mayo (RM). 
 
 
3. Approval of Minutes 
 
The minutes of the previous meeting were approved as a true record of the meeting. 
 
Matters Arising from the Minutes 
 
DG asked if there had been any response from Natural England with regards to consulting 
the YDAF.  He added that there had been a further Natural England consultation regarding 
guidance on open access land that had been missed.  MB said he would raise it at a 
regional LAF level by asking Duncan Graham from the North West region who also 
attends the English Access Forum. 
 
MB to write to Duncan Graham to ask if there is a national problem with Natural 
England consultations reaching LAFs. 
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JB asked if there had been any progress on the issue of publicising permissive routes.  AH 
said he had asked Ordnance Survey (OS) who had responded, saying that a statutory 
order was required to get a permissive route shown on the OS map.  There was some 
general confusion at this: it was thought that this was incorrect and that permissive routes 
can be included if maps of the routes are supplied to the OS.  JB asked if the YDNPA 
would be promoting agri-environment scheme routes via the website.  AH said that was 
the case. 
 
AH to report back to the YDAF on publicising permissive routes. 
 
 
4. Public Question Time 
 
There were no public questions. 
 
 
5. Future Forum Meetings 
 
Dates of meetings 
 
The dates for future meetings during 2010 to 2011 were agreed: 23 February, 15 June, 19 
October. 
 
Future Agenda Items 
 
JB asked if there could be an agenda item at a future meeting on dogs and access, to 
include cattle, open access land etc.  All agreed this would be a good idea. 
 
JB to present a paper to the YDAF on dogs and access. 
 
PW suggested inviting someone from Lancashire County Council to talk about their 
Access for All projects and in particular their Tramper project.  
 
RB to invite a representative from Lancashire County Council to a future meeting to 
talk about their Tramper project. 
 
 
10. Unsurfaced unclassified roads (UUR)
 
Doug Huzzard (DH) from NYCC was welcomed to the meeting. 
 
DH began by going through the UUR strategy timetable.  It was hoped that it would 
become a corporate policy by April 2010.  A team of volunteers would then be utilised to 
survey the network of UURs in North Yorkshire (700+km).   
 
MP asked if there was an adequate team of volunteers to carry out the survey work.  DH 
said there were 170 volunteers at NYCC but that he would also be asking Nidderdale 
AONB and the YDNPA for help. 
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PW asked how the status of UURs is shown on OS maps.  DH said that OS needed to 
work on this but that currently UURs are displayed as other routes with public access 
(‘ORPAs’). 
 
JP asked if there was a map of the UURs in North Yorkshire.  DH said that there was but 
that it wasn’t available for public inspection as it was not a statutory document and many of 
the routes needed to be validated.  DH said there was also a spreadsheet of the route 
descriptions including grid references.  JP asked if members of the YDAF could see a 
copy.  DH expressed concerns that this could get into the wrong hands and possibly have 
an increase in the inappropriate use of the routes. He also made it clear that there is no 
earmarked budget for UUR maintenance. 
 
PW expressed a concern that, although there is no money for the maintenance of the UUR 
network in North Yorkshire and that NYCC didn’t want any inappropriate use of the routes, 
these routes could be a valuable resource to many users e.g. people with limited mobility 
or as cycle or equestrian routes.  DH said that there is a requirement to take the DDA into 
account and he ensured that there was synergy between the UUR network and the PROW 
network. 
 
MP noted that UURs have, at least, a right on foot, and that they were a vital part of the 
recreational network in the National Park.  However, the policy statement was worded 
more towards the use of motor vehicles.  DH agreed and said that the statement should be 
more holistic. 
 
JB queried as to whether the strategy takes into consideration the work of the Yorkshire 
Dales Green lanes Advisory Group (YDGLAG).  DH said that he sat on the group and the 
rationale behind the survey came directly from the work of the YDGALG. 
 
DG wondered how the network of UURs that are not sustainable for vehiclular use could 
be managed.  To his mind, the options would be to place a Traffic Regulation Order (TRO) 
on the route or to change the designation to a PROW with non-vehicular status.  DH 
wondered how happy the two National Park Authorities in North Yorkshire would be if the 
maintenance of UURs was transferred to their public rights of way teams (bearing in mind 
that there would be no accompanying money for maintenance) and suggested that a TRO 
may be an option. 
 
JP asked how the UUR network would be affected by the 2026 definitive map cut off date.  
DH said that these routes are on the list of streets and are not PROW and so would not be 
affected by the date.  In his view, they would not lose whatever public rights they may 
have.  After 2026, if the date is enforced, they would not be able to be entered on the 
definitive map, and would remain as ORPAs. 
 
PWh thought it would be beneficial for the YDAF to have sight of the NYCC UUR Strategy 
and thought that, at the very least, MB should be able to see it.  DH thought that the YDAF 
would be consulted at a later date but suggested that MB write to NYCC asking for this to 
be so.  MB responded by saying that the response to the strategy should not just come 
from him personally.  Given his own well-known views on green lanes, it is essential that 
the response comes from the LAF as a whole.  
 
MB to write to NYCC asking for the YDAF to consulted on the NYCC UUR Strategy. 
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DH was thanked for his time and very informative presentation. 
 
 
7a. Cumbria Local Transport Plan 
 
Andrew McNicoll (AMcN) from Cumbria County Council (CCC) presented the paper on the 
Local Transport Plan 3 (LTP3) for Cumbria. 
 
The deadline for submitting completed LTP3s is April 2011.  Cumbria would be starting the 
first draft in December 2009 at which point the YDAF will be consulted again for more 
formal comments.  AMcN asked for a response from the YDAF, at this stage, by the end of 
October 2009. 
 
MB went through the questionnaire and said that it would make sense for more general 
comments to be sent back to CCC when trying to reach a consensus of YDAF members.  
It was agreed that this was a sensible approach. 
 
MP began by saying that he was pleased to see that PROW had been included within the 
report.  He questioned whether the figure in paragraph 5.6 stating that £125,000 was 
invested each year in improving PROW.  He wondered if this included the standard 
maintenance obligations on PRoWs.  AMcN said that it was a figure, purely for 
improvements.  DG added that it was reassuring to see that the Rights of Way 
Improvement Plan for Cumbria had been incorporated into the LTP3. 
 
JB stressed the importance of cross boundary routes (in particular, cross county boundary 
routes) and asked that this be included in the comments back to CCC. 
 
AC said that he would like to see more integration of public transport e.g. linking trains to 
buses etc. 
 
MB thanked AMcN for his presentation. 
 
MB to formulate a response to be sent to Cumbria County Council. 
 
 
7a. North Yorkshire Local Transport Plan 
 
AR presented the paper on the LTP3 for North Yorkshire. 
 
AR went through the questionnaire and suggested he pick out the main points, as he saw 
then, and ask if members of the YDAF were in agreement. 
 
Question 1 
AR suggested the two most important overall objectives, to the YDAF, were the following: 
B – Protecting the environment 
D – Improving accessibility 
 
Members of the YDAF were in agreement that objectives B and D were most important. 
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Question 2 
AR suggested the two most important ‘local economy objectives’, to the YDAF, were the 
following: 
A – Improving key transport links from North Yorkshire to key cities and international ports 
and airports. 
B – Improving links from North Yorkshire to neighbouring counties 
 
JP thought that object C was more important than objective A (improving links between 
towns and villages within North Yorkshire).  AT agreed with this and suggested the 
objective be extended to say something about increasing the integration of transport links. 
 
Members of the YDAF were in agreement that objectives B and C were most important. 
 
Question 3 
AR suggested the two most important ‘protecting the environment objectives’, to the 
YDAF, were the following: 
A – Reducing unnecessary trips by motorised vehicles and encouraging use of more 
sustainable transport modes such as park and ride, cycling, disability-scooters, public 
transport and walking, or more sustainable options for freight. 
E – Protecting the natural and built environment. 
 
Members of the YDAF were in agreement that objectives A and E were most important. 
 
Question 4 
AR suggested the only important ‘ensuring better safety and health objective’, to the 
YDAF, was the following: 
D – Promoting active travel such as walking and cycling. 
 
Members of the YDAF were in agreement that objective D was most important. 
 
Question 5 
AR suggested the three most important ‘improving the accessibility objectives’, to the 
YDAF, were the following: 
B – Improved bus and rail facilities and services. 
D – Improved facilities for pedestrians. 
E – Improved facilities for cyclists. 
 
AT thought that C (improved community transport facilities and services) was equally 
important and that it should be included with the addition of better integration. 
 
Members of the YDAF were in agreement that objectives B, C, D and E were most 
important. 
 
Question 6 
AR didn’t think that any of the ‘maintaining the roads and pavements objectives’ were 
relevant to the work of the YDAF as there was no mention of the PROW network.  MB 
suggested that this be mentioned under category I. 
 
MK added that objective F (maintaining cycleways) was also important. 
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Members of the YDAF were in agreement that objectives F and I (to include PROW) were 
most important. 
 
Question 7 
Members decided it was important that a sentence be written under question 7 to stress 
the importance of the RoWIP and how this should be formally and explicitly incorporated 
into the LTP3 plan and systematically used within it. 
 
MB, RB and AR to prepare a response to the North Yorkshire LTP3 (see Annex 1) 
 
 
6. Report back from Advisory Groups and Other Meetings 
 
Access on All Advisory Group 
 
PW presented the minutes of the Access for All Advisory Group. 
 
PW added that since the meeting, the Disabled Ramblers have had their second visit to 
the Yorkshire Dales which was a great success. 
 
There had also been a visit by some members of the Access for All Advisory Group to 
Beacon Fell Country Park to see what Lancashire County Council are doing in terms of 
Trampers.  PW added that the group would begin to look at how a Tramper for hire could 
be introduced in the Yorkshire Dales. 
 
PWh proposed that RB be formally thanked for the Access for All work that she has been 
doing, and which was bearing fruit.  PWh’s proposal was unanimously agreed. 
 
Water Sports Advisory Group 
 
PW presented the minutes of the Water Sports Advisory Group. 
 
There was some discussion regarding Item 7, the updated Secretary of State Guidance 
which has removed access on water (as opposed to access to water).  Since that meeting, 
RB had requested clarification from Clare Bevan, the YDNPA Solicitor who had said that 
there is a difference between statutory advice and general advice (se Annex 3).  JA added 
that the advice given by all of the advisory groups was welcomed by the YDNPA and that 
they were encouraged to continue with the very good work.  He said that the terms of 
reference could possibly need to be rewritten to take into account the new guidance. 
 
RB to look at the terms of reference for the advisory groups. 
 
Yorkshire Dales Green Lanes Advisory Group 
 
MP presented the minutes of the Yorkshire Dales Green Lanes Advisory Group, drawing 
attention to the substantial progress made in considering the list of green lanes that were 
flagged as ‘red’ in Mark Allum’s comprehensive surveys.  The next task was to consider 
routes that have crept into the red zone since the original listings were made. 
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8. National Byway Trust – Pennine Spur Cycle Route 
 
MB presented the paper and began by saying that he cycled part of the National Byway 
and thought that the standard of choice of route was high, and that the signage was not 
obtrusive.  He welcomed the routes that are now proposed in the Dales, adding his view 
that road cyclists do not damage road surfaces, do not pollute, and readily spend money in 
cafés and b&bs.   They are ideal visitors to the National Park.   
 
Members were in agreement that the route be endorsed. 
 
A questionnaire regarding signing of the route had been circulated.  AR asked if there 
were any comments for section two of the questionnaire.  MB agreed to add a sentence to 
say that the YDAF supports any surfacing and safety measures to assist cycle routes. 
 
MB to complete the National Byway consultation questionnaire on behalf of the 
YDAF (see annex 2). 
 
 
9. CRoW Act Restrictions and Exclusions 
 
AH presented the paper outlining the current long term restrictions and exclusions that 
were in place for five years.  As the five year period would come to a close in 2010, 
members of the YDAF would be consulted on these again.  The consultation would, 
however, fall outside of the YDAF meeting timetable and AH asked how members would 
like to respond. 
 
JB asked if landowners had to reapply for their restriction or exclusion.  AH said that the 
landowners would all be approached to ask if an extension, in their view, was necessary. 
 
MB said that each of the cases had been discussed in full at a previous meeting and that 
perhaps the same arguments should still apply.  JB didn’t think that the Quarry Wood 
exclusion had been agreed five years ago and asked that this be revisited. 
 
MB went through each case in turn. 
 
Grassington Moor 
Members were in agreement that they would support this restriction during the formal 
consultation process. 
 
Askrigg Common 
Members were in agreement that they would support this restriction during the formal 
consultation process. 
 
Holgates Pasture – Conistone with Kilnsey 
Members asked that officers, when reviewing this restriction, take account that the 
restriction has never been activated.  
 
AH to look into the use of the restriction at Holgates Pasture. 
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Quarry Wood, Ingleton Water Falls Walk 
AH went through the exclusion at Quarry Wood in more detail.  JB expressed some 
concerns over charging at the entrance.  MB suggested that members may like to take a 
look at Quarry Wood in advance of the review. 
 
Wood End, Kirk Gill, Hubberholme 
DG said that when YDAF looked at this exclusion originally, they asked that a route be 
considered to access the open access land beyond Kirk Gill, by means of an arrangement 
with landowners in the Hubberholme area.  At present, there is a lack of public footpaths 
enabling walkers to get on to Kirk Gill Moor. 
 
AH to look at the provision of accessing the access land at Kirk Gill. 
 
 
Fire Directions 
 
AH went through the process of closing parcels of land due to a risk of fire and asked 
members if they would recommend changing the procedure of registering parcels of land 
to registering parcels identified with similar characteristics. 
 
AC asked if the current method had worked in the past.  AT said that, as a Dales 
Volunteers, required to close parcels of land due to a risk of fire, the current procedure is 
simple and that he would support keeping the procedure the same. 
 
MK wondered if the areas of the land parcels should be looked at with a view to 
consolidating them into more meaningful parcels.  AH said that was a good point and that 
he would re-look at this. 
 
The YDAF advised the YDNPA use the simplest method with the least strain on staff 
resources when considering fire directions.   
 
 
11. Secretary’s Report
 
RB presented a report of items for Members’ consideration and information.  These were: 

• Access Committee dates and venues. 
• Meetings of the YDAF -2010. 
• Open Access Restrictions System. 
• Special Qualities, Special Experiences. 
• Appointment of Yorkshire Dales Access Forum Members. 
 

Special Qualities, Special Experiences 
MB asked members how they would like to deal with the next stage of the consultation as 
this will be outside of the YDAF meeting timetable.  It was agreed that the document be 
sent to members and that any comments be sent to RB to then be collated by RB and PW. 
 
RB and PW to respond, on behalf of the YDAF, to the Special Qualities, Special 
Experiences consultation. 
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12. Update on members activities 
 
There were no updates from members. 
 
The meeting closed at 16.15pm 
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Annex 1 

 
 
 

LOCAL TRANSPORT PLAN SURVEY 
 
The Local Transport Plan (LTP) is a set of documents that the County Council is required by the Government to produce.  
The LTP sets out our plans and strategies for maintaining and improving all aspects of the local transport system over a 
set period of time, usually 5 years. 
 
The current LTP finishes in March 2011 and as a result, we are now working on developing our 3rd LTP to cover the 
period from 2011 to 2016.  To help us to understand what people in North Yorkshire may wish to see in the next LTP we 
would like you to answer the following questions.  Please base your responses on what you think you would like to see 
in the future (from 2011). 
 
 

PLEASE USE CAPITAL LETTERS OR MARK APPLICABLE BOXES WITH A CROSS 
 

NB THE FOLLOWING RESPONSE COMES FROM THE YORKSHIRE DALES LOCAL ACCESS FORUM.  THE 
QUESTIONNAIRE ANTICIPATES RESPONSES FROM INDIVIDUALS, RATHER THAN ORGANISATIONS, BUT WE 
HAVE INDICATED IN EACH SECTION THE FEATURES THAT, COLLECTIVELY, THE FORUM CONSIDERED TO 
BE IMPORTANT.  AS ONE OF THE STATUTORY BODIES CONCERNED WITH ACCESS, WE ARE KEEN TO HAVE 
OUR VIEW REGISTERED.  IF THE WAY WE HAVE RESPONDED GIVES YOU DIFFICULTY IN INPUTTING THE 
DATA, PLEASE LET US KNOW. 

 
 

Q.1 Thinking about the future, please rank these objectives in order of which you think are the most 
important (with 1 being the most important) 

  Rank (1-6) 
1 = Most 

Important 

A 
Supporting the local 
economy 

Providing and maintaining an efficient and reliable transport 
network which will improve prosperity for all people, including 
businesses and organisations 

 

B 
Protecting the 
environment 

Enhancing and protecting the natural and built environment, 
minimising the impact of emissions and noise and reducing our 
contribution to climate change 

1 

C 
Ensuring better 
safety and health 

Improving safety for all highway users, reducing the risk of death 
or injury arising through transport and promoting travel modes 
which are beneficial to health 

 

D 
Improving 
accessibility 

Ensuring equality of opportunity for all and allowing all members 
of society to fully participate in society by being able to access 
key services such as health, employment, education, food and 
quality recreation.   

1 

E 
Improving quality of 
life 

Minimising the impact of transport on people’s lives whether 
through reducing emissions and noise or minimising congestion 
or by ensuring transport infrastructure does not adversely affect 
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people.   

F 
Other, please detail 
 
 

 

 
Q.2 Thinking about the ‘local economy objective’, how would you most like to see transport funding spent? 

Please rank, with 1 being the best way of meeting the challenge   
  Rank (1-6) 

1 = Best 
A Improving key transport links from North Yorkshire to key UK cities and international ports 

and airports 
 

B Improving links from North Yorkshire to neighbouring counties 1 

C Improving links between towns and villages within North Yorkshire 1 
D Improving links for freight  

E Improving transport systems in our towns so that congestion can be reduced  

F 
Other, please detail  
There is a real need to further integrate different types of transport i.e. 
walking routes/cycling routes/private car use/public transport.  
 

1 

 
Q.3 Thinking about the ‘protecting the environment objective’, how would you most like to see transport 

funding spent? Please rank, with 1 being the best way of meeting the challenge   
  Rank (1-6) 

1 = Best 

A 
Reducing unnecessary trips by motorised vehicles and encouraging use of more 
sustainable transport modes such park and ride, cycling, scooters, public transport and 
walking, or more sustainable options for freight 

1 

B Reducing the need to travel through providing services locally (health, food, training 
etc) 

 

C Reducing the need to travel by ensuring that new developments and services are 
located close to residential areas (through the Planning system) 

 

D Maximising re-use and recycling in construction  

E Protecting the natural and built environment 1 

F 
Other, please detail  
 
 

 

 
Q.4 Thinking about the ‘ensuring better safety and health objectives’, how would you most like to see 

transport funding spent? Please rank, with 1 being the best way of meeting the challenge   
  Rank (1-6) 

1 = Best 

A 
Using engineering measures to reduce accidents, such as introducing traffic calming, 
improving junction layouts, putting in new speed limits or adding additional lining on 
roads 

 

B 
Using education to make people in general and, in particular, potentially vulnerable 
groups, aware of how they can reduce the risks they face, for example, campaigns 
targeted at drink drivers, or increasing use of seatbelts, cycling proficiency training for 
children and teaching people about how to drive safely at night or in bad weather.   
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C Working with the police and the crime and disorder partnerships to enforce traffic law.  

D Promoting active travel such as walking and cycling 1 

E 
Reducing pollution from vehicles  

F 
Other, please detail  
 
 

 
 

   

 
Q.5 Thinking about the ‘improving the accessibility objective’, how would you most like to see transport 

funding spent? Please rank, with 1 being the best way of meeting the challenge   
  Rank (1-7) 

1 = Best 

A 
Encouraging local delivery of services so that people have to travel less, (e.g. mobile 
shops and libraries, IT facilities providing education and training opportunities, local 
health facilities,  shops and jobs) 

 

B Improved bus and rail facilities and services 1 

C Improved community transport facilities and services 1 

D Improved facilities for pedestrians 1 

E Improved facilities for cyclists 1 

F 
Other, please detail  
There is a real need to further integrate different types of transport i.e. 
walking routes/cycling routes/private car use/public transport.  
 

1 

 
Q.6 Thinking about the ‘maintaining the roads and pavements objective’, how would you most like to see 

transport funding spent? Please rank, with 1 being the best way of meeting the challenge   
  Rank (1-9) 

1 = Best 
A Keeping roads that are already good quality maintained to a high standard  

B Bringing poor quality road and pavement surfaces up to a good standard  

C Maintaining main roads  

D Maintaining local roads  

E Maintaining pavements and pedestrian areas  

F Maintaining cycleways 1 

G Keeping roads clear of snow and ice  

H Making roads less noisy by using noise-reducing surfacing  

I 
Other, please detail 
The Yorkshire Dales Access Forum were particularly concerned that there are 
resources for  maintenance of the public rights of way network.  
 

1 
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Q.7   If you would like to make any other comments that you would wish us to consider in developing our 

plans and strategies for maintaining and improving all aspects of local transport, please detail below.  
 
The Yorkshire Dales Access Forum was particularly concerned that the Local Transport Plan 
acknowledges the importance of the countryside, and especially National Parks, for recreation and the 
need to provide sustainable access to and within the countryside. 
 
The Forum was also concerned that the Rights of Way Improvement Plan is explicitly acknowledged 
and fully integrated into both the Local Transport Plan and into funding allocations  to ensure 
implementation of the  Rights of Way Improvement Plan. 
 
Members felt more could be done to integrate different modes of travel and transport – e.g. walking, 
cycling, public transport use and in particularly between different public transport services especially 
those that cross county boundaries.  
 
 
Q.8 Are you happy with your level of involvement in the LTP process?  
  Please mark  

with a cross 
A Yes  

B No  

C 
If No, please explain:  
 
 

 

 
Q.9 Would you like to be involved in future discussions?    
  Please mark  

with a cross 
A Yes (if yes, please also answer Q.10)  

B No  

 
Q.10 If you would like to be involved further, how should we do this?  
  Please mark  

with a cross 
A By Email (provide email address) ____________________________________  

B By Phone (provide phone number) ___________________________________  

C At a Public information event / exhibition  

 
Q. 11 Your Response… 
 Please mark  

with a cross 
Please provide details below 

On behalf of an organisation 
 

 
ORGANISATION NAME__________________ 
 
CONTACT NAME___________________________ 

As an individual    
POSTCODE__________________ 
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Thank you for taking the time to answer our questions. Your views are important to us. 

 
Please return your completed questionnaires to  

Rebecca Gibson, LTP Team, North Yorkshire County Council, DL7 8BR,  
or to ltp@northyorks.gov.uk by 30th September 2009. 

 
 

Equality Monitoring Questions 
 
We want to make sure that the services we deliver do not unfairly discriminate against anyone. We also want to make 
sure that the right services are reaching the right people at the right time. To help us make sure that we are doing this 
correctly it would be helpful if you could answer the following questions about yourself. 
 
You do not have to answer these questions. It will not make any difference to the service you receive if you choose not 
to answer them. The information you provide will be made anonymous. No personal information, such as your name or 
address will be used in collating statistical data. 
 
However, by answering the questions you will help us to make sure that our services are fair and accessible to everyone. 
 
If you are replying on behalf of an organisation you do not need to complete these Equality Monitoring 
questions. 
 
1. What is your gender?  2. What is your year of birth? 
 Please mark  

with a cross 
Male  

Female  

 
 

Year of birth: 
 
 
 

 
 
3.          What is your ethnic group? Please select one option from A – E  to best describe your ethnic group or 

background 
  Please mark  

with a cross 
A White  

B Mixed / multiple ethnic groups  

C Asian / Asian British  

D Black / African / Caribbean / Black British  

E Other ethnic group (please specify) 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
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4. The Social Model of Disability says that disability is caused by the way society is organised, rather than 

by a person’s impairment or difference. It is social 'barriers' which cause disability and these can be 
attitudes as well as physical barriers.  

 
            Do you consider yourself to be a disabled person under the social model of disability? 
 Please mark  

with a cross 
A Yes (if yes, please also answer Q.5)  

B No  

 
5.          Please state the type of impairment which applies to you. People may experience more than one type of 

impairment, in which case you may indicate more than one. If none of the categories apply, please mark 
‘other’ and specify the type of impairment. 

 Please mark  
with a cross 

A Physical impairment; such as difficulty using your arms or mobility issues which means 
using a wheelchair or crutches. 

 

B Sensory impairment, such as being blind / having serious visual impairment or being 
deaf / having a hearing impairment 

 

C Learning disability / difficulty, (such as Down’s syndrome or dyslexia) or cognitive 
impairment (such as autistic spectrum disorder) 

 

D Long-standing illness or health condition such as cancer, HIV, diabetes, chronic heart 
disease, or epilepsy 

 

E Other (please specify) 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 
 
 

Please return your completed questionnaires to  
Rebecca Gibson, LTP Team, North Yorkshire County Council, DL7 8BR,  

or to ltp@northyorks.gov.uk by 30th September 2009. 
 
 
 
If you have any queries or wish to send comments, please contact... 
 
 
Rebecca Gibson Local Transport Plan 

North Yorkshire County Council 
Business and Environmental Services 
County Hall 
Northallerton 
DL7 8AH 
 

Senior Engineer - LTP 
Tel: 08458 727374 
Fax: 01609 779838 
Email: ltp@northyorks.gov.uk 
 
 
 
If you would like this information in another language or format such as braille, large print or audio, please ask us. 
 
Tel: 01609 532917 Email: communications@northyorks.gov.uk
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Annex 2 
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Annex 3 
 
The statutory function of the LAF is set out in s 94 of Crow as extended by Reg 22. 
 
This effectively means the LAF must advise on improvements to public access to land for 
the purposes of open air recreation and enjoyment of the area or any lawful purpose.
 
The terms of ref of YDNP LAF seek to reflect this though they are couched in slightly wider 
terms: 
 
"To be a statutory advisory body to provide guidance and advice to public bodies on the 
improvement of public access within YDNP and to contribute to opportunities for open air 
recreation and the enjoyment of the area" 
  
The terms of ref then go on to list what this involves which include issues relating to public 
access to water . 
  
To be pedantic, statutory guidance can only be issued in respect of public access to 
"land" and it must be for the purpose of open air recreation and enjoyment of the area or 
other lawful purpose. This, however, does not, in my view, preclude the LAF from advising 
in wider terms but any such advice would not be "statutory advice ". 
 
Defra has amended its guidance (which the LAF must have regard to) in relation to water 
based activities. This centres around the definition of land to which the statutory function 
relates. It has clarified its guidance by making it clear that access to land includes land 
which is covered by water but not access to the water which covers the land itself. 
Therefore, water based sports such as canoeing and windsailing do not relate to "land" 
and advising on public access to the water for the purpose of taking part in such activities 
cannot fall within the statutory functions of the LAF.  
 
References to canoeing in para 3.2.4 of the guidance have now been omitted and para 24 
completely rewritten. 
 
How does this affect the Water Sports Advisory group? 
 
If the group advises on improving public access to the water for purposes of open air 
recreation (on the water) then this does not fall within their statutory remit although it does 
fall within the terms of reference of the YDNP LAF. Any statutory advice would need to be 
limited to advice relating to open air recreation and enjoyment of the land around or 
leading to the water rather than activities on the water itself. 
 
 
Clare Bevan 
Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority Solicitor 
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Item No. 7 
 

Yorkshire Dales Access Forum – 23 February 2010 
 

Review of nominated LAF members on Advisory Groups linked to the 
Yorkshire Dales Access Forum 

 
 
Purpose of the report 
 
The purpose of this report is to: 

(a) remind members of the advisory groups that the Yorkshire Dales Access Forum 
(YDAF) are asked to contribute towards, through a representative(s) of the 
YDAF attending meetings, and  

(b) seek representative(s) from the YDAF on these groups for the current year. 
 
 
Background  
 
There are several different types of meeting where the YDAF are asked to provide a 
representative.  These can be: 
 

• Meetings looking at a specific project or idea, 
• Meetings looking at specific recreation activities with user groups, 
• Meetings with other organisations eg the Highway Authorities. 

 
Other groups and meetings also require members from the Yorkshire Dales Access 
Forum.  A full list with who currently sits on each group can be seen in the Annex 1. 
 
At the meeting of the Yorkshire Dales Access Forum on 22 May 20071 a paper was 
discussed on the formation of Advisory Groups.  The remit of these groups is to: 
 

• exchange information, and provide a formal mechanism for communication and 
raising issues of concern; 

• advise on the management of specific matters. 
 
There are currently seven Advisory Groups: 
 

• Access on foot Advisory Group e.g. open access, footpaths. 
• Bridleway and Restricted Byway Advisory Group e.g. bridleways, restricted byways. 
• Air Sports Advisory Group e.g. paragliding, power-kiting. 
• Water Sports Advisory Group e.g. canoeing, sailing. 
• Cave and Crag Access Advisory Group e.g. caving, climbing. 
• Yorkshire Dales Green Lanes Advisory Group e.g. recreational vehicular use of 

green lanes. 
• Access for All Advisory Group e.g. access for people with limited mobilities. 

                                            
1 http://www.yorkshiredales.org.uk/item_no_10_-_working_with_groups__2_.doc
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Who should represent the YDAF? 
 
The Annual General meeting of the YDAF gives members of the forum the opportunity to 
revisit who sits on each group and decide whether representation should be changed in 
any way. This is to take into account new members of the Forum, together with any 
vacancies that may have occurred due to members resigning from the Forum.   
 
Ideally, where more than one member is required on a group, YDAF membership to the 
groups should be balanced.  That is to say, if there are three vacancies for members, one 
should be a user, one a landowner and an other to represent those with other interests - 
as far as practical. This ideal situation may not always occur as members are volunteers 
and cannot always commit time in this way.  The reality is that the YDAF may wish to 
consider appointing a representative based on their ability and willingness to attend a 
meeting rather than the particular interest they represent.   
 
 
Vacancies during the year 
 
The list of groups and membership will be brought to the Forum once a year at the first 
meeting of the year.  If any vacancies arise during the year, these will be considered in the 
Chair/Secretary report as appropriate. 
 
 
Action for the Forum 
 
The forum is asked to nominate and agree a representative(s) for membership of each of 
the groups listed in the Annex. 
 
 
Rachel Briggs 
January 2010 
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Annex 1 
 

Forum Members Attendance at Other Groups and Meetings 
 

WHAT? WHEN? WHO CURRENTLY? REPRESENTING?
Access on Foot 
Advisory Group 

Twice a year Michael Kenyon 
David Bartlett 

Users 
Users 

Access for All Advisory 
Group 

Twice a year Phil Woodyer 
Michael Bartholomew 
Andrew Colley 
Pat Whelan 

Other Interests 
Users 
YDNPA Member 
Landowners 

Bridleways and 
Restricted Byways 
Advisory Group 

Twice a year Alistair Thompson 
Michael Kenyon 
Pat Whelan 
Ken Miller 

Other interests 
Users  
Landowners 
Users 

Air Sports Advisory 
Group 

When an 
issue arises 

Jon Beavan 
Vacancy 

Other Interests 
 

Water Sports Advisory 
Group 

When an 
issues arises 

Phil Woodyer 
Andrew Colley 

Other Interests 
YDNPA Member 

Rock Sports Advisory 
Group 

Once a year Jon Beavan  
Michael Kenyon  

Other Interests 
Users 

Yorkshire Dales Green 
Lanes Advisory Group 

Four times a 
year 

Ken Miller 
Pat Whelan 
Jon Beavan 
Michael Bartholomew 

Users 
Landowner 
Other Interests 
Users 
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Item No. 8 
 

Yorkshire Dales Access Forum – 23 February 2010 
 

Report Back from Yorkshire Dales Advisory Groups  
 
 
Advisory Group Meetings 
 
At the May 2007 meeting of the Yorkshire Dales Access Forum, a paper was presented on 
the establishment of advisory groups to look at individual recreational activities.  The remit 
of these groups is to: 
 

• exchange information, and provide a formal mechanism for communication and 
raising issues of concern amongst users, the YDAF, and other interests; 

• advise on the management of specific matters. 
 
The following arrangements have been made for the meetings of the groups: 
 
 
Access on Foot Advisory Group  
 
The last meeting of the Access on Foot Advisory Group was on 23 September 2009.  The 
draft minutes of this meeting are in annex 1.  The next meeting will be in April 2010. 
 
 
Access for All Advisory Group  
 
The last meeting of the Access for All Advisory Group was on 10 December 2009.  The 
draft minutes of this meeting are in annex 2.  The next meeting will be in June 2010. 
 
 
Bridleways and Restricted Byways Advisory Group 
 
The last meeting of the Bridleways and Restricted Byways Advisory Group was on 1 
October 2009.  The draft minutes of this meeting are in annex 3.  The next meeting will be 
on 15 April 2010. 
 
 
Air Sports Advisory Group 
 
The next meeting of the Air Sports Advisory Group has yet to be confirmed. 
 
 
Water Sports Advisory Group 
 
The next meeting of the Water Sports Advisory Group has yet to be confirmed. 
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Cave and Crag Access Advisory Group 
 
The last meeting of the Cave and Crag Access Advisory Group was on 21 October 2009.  
The draft minutes of this meeting are in annex 4.  The next meeting has yet to be 
confirmed. 
 
 
Yorkshire Dales Green Lanes Advisory Group 
 
The last meeting of the Yorkshire Dales Green Lanes Advisory Group was on 26 
November 2009.  The draft minutes of this meeting are in annex 5. 
 
 
 
 
Rachel Briggs 
January 2010
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Annex 1 
 

Access on Foot Advisory Group 
Held on Wednesday 23 September 2009  

Yoredale, Bainbridge 
 

Present:  
Brian Jones (BJ)   Ramblers Association 
John Brock (JB)   Ramblers Association 
Keith Wadd (KW)   Ramblers Association 
David Gibson (DG)   Ramblers Association 
Malcolm Petyt (MP)   Ramblers Association 
Howard Medlock (HM)  Ramblers Association 
Bernard Ellis (BE)   Ramblers Association 
Mick Kenyon (MK)   Yorkshire Dales Access Forum  
 
YDNPA Officers present:  
Alan Hulme (AH)   Ranger Service Manager 
Rachel Briggs (RB)   Access Development Officer 
Steve Hastie (SH)   Area Ranger, Ribblesdale 
 
 
2. Welcome and apologies 
 
AH welcomed everyone to the meeting and asked everyone to introduce themselves. 
 
Apologies were received from, Peter Bradfield (PB), David Bartlett (DB), John Sparshatt 
(JS), Sue Emmerson (SE), Mike Shearing (MS), Ken Miller (KM), Ernie Robins (ER) and 
Phil Richards (PR). 
 
 
1. Election of a Chair 
 
DG asked if there were any volunteers for the position of Chair.  It was proposed that DG 
continue.  DG accepted. 
 
DG elected as Chair of the access on foot advisory group. 
 
 
3. Approval of notes of the last meeting 
 
Approval of the minutes 
 
The minutes of the last meeting were approved as a true record. 
 
Matters arising from the notes 
 
AH told members that the North Yorkshire County Council (NYCC) Signage Policy had not 
yet been adopted by the Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority (YDNPA) but that an 
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internal working group had formed to look at this issue amongst others.  As far as AH was 
aware, the main difference with the signage was that the routed letters would be painted in 
black which would be an improvement for people with visual impairments.  DG suggested 
that this issue be looked at the Access for All Advisory Group. 
 
RB to take the NYCC signage policy to the Access for All Advisory Group. 
 
AH informed members that he had spoken to Nigel Metcalfe, the Area Ranger for Lower 
Wensleydale, with regards to a possible route from Penhill to Hazely.  The landowner has 
agreed to fix a gate and to restore two timber step stiles along the route making it easier to 
access.  KW was unsure if the route was the same one he had issues with but agreed to 
discuss it with AH outside the meeting. 
 
The new Ranger map was circulated to those that had not seen it.  DG asked if emails 
could be included.  AH said that YDNPA emails all follow the same form and that this 
would be included at the bottom of the map e.g. 
firstname.surname@yorkshiredales.org.uk. 
 
Since the last meeting AH has contacted Ordnance Survey (OS) with regards to displaying 
permissive routes on OS maps.  The response states that a statutory order is required to 
put a route on the map.  AH now believes this to be inaccurate and thinks that they meant 
to say that a map of the permissive route can be sent in to OS for inclusion in the same 
way that a map is required for a statutory order.  AH added that he is trying to find out from 
Natural England how and when they display information about permissive routes 
established as part of an agri-environment scheme.  He is also trying to establish if these 
routes can be placed on the YDNPA website www.yorkshiredales.org.uk.  DG asked if 
landowners putting in infrastructure on permissive routes could be asked to comply with 
the British Standard 5709. 
 
AH to speak to the Area Rangers about making sure infrastructure put in on 
permissive routes is BS 5709 compliant. 
 
 
4. Open Access 
 
Review of restrictions and exclusions 
 
Ah gave a brief background to the long term restrictions and exclusions that had been 
applied for in 2005 when CRoW commenced.  There were originally 22 applications of 
which 17 were withdrawn or dismissed.  A total of five were granted.  AH gave some detail 
on each: 
 
Restriction  ha Details of Direction 
Grassington Moor* 817 Dogs required to be kept on a short lead from 1st 

August to 10th December each year.  
Askrigg Common* 673 Dogs required to be kept on a short lead from 1st 

August to 10th December each year. 
Holgates Pasture 
Conistone with Kilnsey 

90 Outline direction being valid: between 1st June (at 
the earliest) and 28th February (at the latest); to be 
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activated by the applicant only when suckler cows 
and calves are present on the land. 

Permanent Public Exclusion   
Quarry Wood 
Ingleton Water Falls Walk 

5.6 To exclude the public from Quarry Wood, for a 
period of five years 

Wood End, Kirk Gill 
Hubberholme 

5.4 To exclude the public from Wood End, Kirk Gill, for 
a period of five years 

 
AH added that the YDNPA, as the Relevant Authority, are statutorily required to review the 
restrictions and exclusions.  The Ramblers Association will be consulted during October to 
November and the results of the consultation will help the YDNPA to decide whether the 
restriction or exclusion is revoked, varied or will remain the same.   
 
DG congratulated AH and the Ranger team on the handling of the restriction process. 
 
Infrastructure Survey 
 
AH updated members of the group on the progress in making the information from the 
open access infrastructure survey public knowledge.  He circulated a test page from the 
YDNPA website www.yorkshiredales.org.uk showing how the information would be 
displayed.  Members asked that there be information displayed regarding the standard of 
the infrastructure e.g. good order or impassable.  AH suggested a disclaimer be put at the 
top of the page.   
 
BJ asked if information on bridges would be displayed in the same way.  AH said that it 
taken the Dales Volunteers a long time to survey the boundary crossing points and that to 
survey the rivers for bridges would take too long at this stage.   
 
General 
 
AH told members that, generally, it didn’t look like open access land was used much by 
the public.  He added that there have been eight led walks this year and the numbers 
attending had not been significant.  MK thought that it would be interesting to see what 
happens when the infrastructure maps are put on the website and the impact that will have 
on numbers.   
 
 
5. PROW General Reports 
 
There had been an email from Ernie Robin (ER) prior to the meeting with various issues 
he wished to be raised.  The first was the issue of the definitive map and making sure the 
Cumbria area of the National Park was corrected in line with the rest of the Yorkshire 
Dales National Park.  AH assured members of the group that the whole of the National 
Park is treated the same and that the three parishes in Cumbria were corrected on the 
definitive map the same as all areas. 
 
There was a discussion with regards to long term obstructions and what happens to them 
after they have been on the list for a long time.  BJ asked if the group could be provided 
with a list of the long term restrictions with dates.  He suggested that it might be a good 
idea to look at a case study so that the group can get an idea of the issues the Authority 
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has to deal with.  He suggested Guldrey Lodge as a good case study.  AH thought this 
was a good idea and asked that members of the group send through the cases they would 
like to look at in detail and then a few could be picked out as examples.   
 
AH to send a list of obstructions to all members.  Three to four of these 
obstructions to be highlighted by members to be discussed at the next meeting and 
returned to AH. 
 
BJ asked about signage of unclassified unsurfaced roads (UURs).  He said that in 
Cumbria, the County Council (CCC) are putting ‘public way’ signs up for all their UURs.  
MP suggested that the three YDNPA parishes in Cumbria should be signed in the same 
way.  BJ wondered if the whole of the UUR network in the National Park could be signed.  
AH said that UURs are the responsibility of the County Councils and that NYCC are 
reluctant to sign them. 
 
AH to speak to CCC with regards to signing the UURs within the three Cumbrian 
parishes of the YDNP. 
 
JB asked what the procedure was in terms of removing barbed wire alongside PRoW.  AH 
said that if it is a hazard then it is removed.  JB asked if the barbed wire alongside the 
Dales Way had been removed near to Sedbergh.  AH said he would check with the Area 
Ranger, (Paul Wilkinson). 
 
AH to check if the barbed wire has been removed from the Dales Way section near 
Sedbergh. 
 
 
6. Pennine Way Update 
 
Ah circulated a summary report showing the use of the Pennine Way within the Yorkshire 
Dales National Park.  The graphical summary showed a steady pattern of monthly use 
which reflected the use of the PRoW network as a whole.  MP added that he sits on the 
Pennine Way Steering Group and that the group is currently looking at the remit of national 
trails as a whole.  It is hoped that, from this, the profile of the Pennine Way will be raised. 
 
 
7. Map Orders 
 
AH suggested that initial ideas of PRoW diversions should come to the Access on Foot 
Advisory Group meetings.  This would allow members of the group and officers of the 
YDNPA to discuss the issues in advance of them becoming public knowledge.  It was 
agreed that this was a good idea. 
 
 
8. Member round up 
 
There were no comments from members. 
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9. Any Other Business 
 
Pennine Bridleway 
 
MP gave a brief update on the Pennine Bridleway.  It is expected that the work will be 
completed in 2011 – 2012.  Work is currently been carried out on the Garsdale section and 
next year it is hoped that work will commence on Farmoor Bridge and the crossing of the 
A65 at Long Preston. 
 
Unsurfaced Unclassified Roads (UURs) 
 
DG informed members that Doug Huzzard from NYCC had attended the meeting of the 
Yorkshire Dales Access Forum (YDAF ) on 22 September to talk about the network of 
UURs in North Yorkshire.  One of the questions raised was regarding the 2026 date for 
lost ways and whether or not this relates to UURs.  KW suggested that this was something 
they should be checking with the Ramblers central office.  All agreed. 
 
Members of the Ramblers Association to check whether the date of 2026 relating to 
lost ways also relates to UURs. 
 
Ease of Use 
 
AH explained to members the best value performance indicator ‘easy to use’ and how the 
data is collected.  The current target within the National Park Management Plan is: 
 
AR1. Manage and improve the network of public rights of way so that 90% are ‘easy to 
use’ by 2010, and maintain that level in future years. 
 
AH went on the explain that this was no longer a national performance indicator but that all 
the National Parks are still collecting the data.  Two figures are now recorded: 

a) Easy to use and follows the definitive line. 
b) Easy to use but does not follow the definitive line. 

 
General 
 
HM announced he was resigning from the Ramblers Association and would not be 
attending any further meetings of the Access on Foot Advisory Group.  HM was thanked 
by the group for his input and everyone wished him luck for the future. 
 
RB will circulate the date of the next meeting in due course. 
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Annex 2 
 

Unapproved Minutes of meeting of 
Access for All Advisory Group 

Held on Tuesday 10th November 2009  
Colvend, Grassington 

 
 
Present: 
Phil Woodyer – Chair (PW)    Yorkshire Dales Access Forum 
Andrew Colley (AC)     Yorkshire Dales Access Forum 
Pat Whelan (PWh)     Yorkshire Dales Access Forum 
Emmeline Butler (EB)    National Trust 
Bob Emmerson (BE)    Dales Volunteers 
John Loader (JL)     DotSix Brailling Services 
Roy Emmerson (RE)    Independus 
Roger Jenkins (RJ)     Independus 
Rachel Briggs (RB)     Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
Nigel Metcalfe (NM)     Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
Sam Parkhouse (SP)    Open Country 
 
Apologies: 
Michael Bartholomew     Yorkshire Dales Access Forum 
 

1. Welcome and Apologies 
 

PW welcomed members to the meeting and asked everyone to introduce themselves.  
Michael Bartholomew sent his apologies. 
 
 
2. Approval of notes of last meeting 

 
Sensory Impairments – RB had tried to arrange for someone with visual impairment to 
come and give their views at the meeting – but was unsuccessful.  JL said that he had 
tried too unsuccessfully.  SP said he might be able to find someone from Open Country 
to come along. 
 
RB to ask Open Country if they knew of anyone with a sensory impairment that 
would be willing to join the meeting. 
 
Good Practice Award – JL said that it was Cambridge City Council and not 
Cambridgeshire County Council that had this award scheme at the moment.   
 
RB to look at the good practice award at Cambridge City Council and see if this idea 
could be transferred to the YDNPA. 
 
There was a discussion on how to get landowners/farmers on board with the good 
practice award idea.  EB suggested speaking at the National Trust tenants meeting.  
RB informed members of the newsletter that goes out to all the landowners in the 
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national park on an annual basis.  It was suggested that an article be put in the next 
newsletter. 
 
Members of the group also thought it would be a good idea for RB to attend meetings 
of the Young Farmers and NFU in an attempt to raise the profile of access for all within 
the farming community. 

 
The notes of the previous meeting were approved as a true record of the meeting. 
 
 
3. Trampers 

 
Disabled Ramblers 
RB gave a round up of the Disabled Ramblers visit in July.  The first day was spent in 
the Bolton Abbey area – the route was quite extreme but proved it could be managed 
with some assistance. The second day was spent on Threshfield Moor - a less 
strenuous route. RB showed the group photographs of the 2 days. 
 
The Disabled Ramblers are visiting again in 2010.  The routes have already been 
tested and will be one day in the Clapham area and another day at Bolton Abbey. 
 
RB to inform the group of the dates of the 2010 Disabled Ramblers visit when 
finalised. 
 
SP wondered whether it would be better to put money into improving routes rather than 
spending money on a tramper.  There was some agreement with this comment.  RB 
agreed to look at the tramper issue as a whole. 
 
Lancashire County Council visit 
RB gave a round up of the visit to Lancashire County Council (LCC) and showed some 
photographs of the day. LCC have involved lots of their local businesses in the 
trampers and the businesses in turn advertise on the trampers.  RB gave out leaflets 
and information from LCC. LCC lend out the trampers free of charge.  RB to find out 
how often they are being used. 
 
Next steps 
RB, PW and AC have identified some possible routes suitable for a tramper around the 
Grassington area.  There is also a  possible route at Grimwith reservoir where there 
have been some access improvements. 
 
RB suggested that the YDNPA, in partnership with the Bolton Abbey estate, purchase 
a tramper and trial the usage there before thinking about other areas.  RB is meeting 
with Bolton Abbey on the 11th November to discuss the iuuse.  RB to find out how often 
their mobility scooters are rented out and how far they actually go and whether there is 
a requirement for trampers that will undoubtedly take people further. 
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4. Swaledale Leaflet 
 
RB showed the group the draft version of the new Swaledale leaflet and asked for 
further input.  Any photographs or info to RB by end of January. Require pictures of 
disabled people in the Swaledale area. 
 
JL told the group that his company had produced audio versions of the other leaflets for 
the visually impaired and that they would be put onto the YDNPAs website. 
 
 
5. Project Updates 2009/10 

 
Route in the Reeth area has now been abandoned as the landowner has pulled out. 
Project in Dent going ahead over the next few months – barrier removal to the east of 
Dent by the river – will be accessible to people with limited mobility, but not 
wheelchairs. 
Route at Aysgarth – Freeholders Wood – circular route – subject to landowners 
negotiation. 
 
Project working with the National Trust at Kettlewell on the Dales Way creating a new 
circular route / new ROW. 
 
NM suggested that the group contact the Cleveland Way rangers as they have 
removed almost all their stiles along that route. 
 
Grimwith Reservoir project starting this month. 
 
National Trust putting in planning permission at Janets Foss – National Trust to consult 
Open County. 
 
 
6. Project Ideas 2010/11 

 
Buckden – with National Trust 
 
Grassington – river route 
 
Askrigg – Castle Bolton – NM mentioned a UCR – looking to put in a bridleway bridge. 
 
National Trust – thinking of putting in a possible wheelchair route from Water Sink car 
park to Malham Tarn.  Project bid in. 
 
BE suggested a possible circular route at Carlton in Coverdale. 
 
JL suggested a route at West Witton. 
 
Any other suggestions to RB. 
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7. Working with others 
 

RB asked whether there are any other groups that the advisory group should be 
working with that they aren’t already.  SP mentioned John and Dorothy Sturdy – 
tramper owners who are members of the Disabled ramblers. 
 
Possible involvement with a manual wheelchair user could be useful. 
 
 
8. Member roundup 

 
PW – went out with Disabled Ramblers in July. 
RE – met with Mike Taylor, the regional tramper agent. 
SP – Open Country have reprinted the North Yorkshire Countryside People with 
Disabilities – would like help with distribution. 
JL – trying to get hospitality businesses to think more about using visually impaired 
products such as audio and Braille. 
BE – went out with Disabled ramblers in July. 
AC – went out with Disabled ramblers in July. 
RB – Access for All has been put into a higher priority group with PROW for budgeting 
purposes. 
 
 
9. Any other business 

 
JL mentioned the recent article in Waymarker about Outreach, Education and Events – 
the article showed the number of people that were disabled etc attending YDNPA 
events.  Should the tramper visits with the Disabled Ramblers be included in this. 
 
SP mentioned that Open Country run training courses on how to make the countryside 
more accessible to disabled people. 
 
Next meeting - RB to look at dates in April/May 2010. 
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Annex 3 
 

Unapproved Minutes of Meeting of 
Bridleways and Restricted Byways Advisory Group 

Held on Thursday 1 October 2009  
Yoredale, Bainbridge 

 
Present: 
Zahra Smedley (ZS) British Horse Society 
Sue Midgley (SM)  British Horse Society 
Rosalyn Suttill (RS)  British Horse Society 
Stuart Price (SP)  Dales Mountain Biking 
Mick Kenyon (MK)  Yorkshire Dales Access Forum 
Alistair Thompson (AT) Yorkshire Dales Access Forum 
Pat Whelan (PW)  Yorkshire Dales Access Forum 
Ken Miller (KM)  Yorkshire Dales Access Forum 
Rachel Briggs (RB)  Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority  
Mark Allum (MA)  Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority  
Cat Kilner (CK)  Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
 
1. Welcome and Apologies 
 
Apologies were received from John Pitcher (JP), Brian Lewis (BL), Mark Hewitt (MH). 
 
 
2. Approval of the Minutes 
 
The notes of the previous meeting were approved as a true record of the meeting. 
 
Matters arising 
 
Parking 
 
KM asked if any work had been done on looking at parking issues for vehicles with trailers.  
SM said she would have another attempt to get something in the BHS newsletter.  MA said 
he had asked colleagues and the official line was that the YDNPA do allow large vehicles 
to take up more than one space in Authority owned car parks and only pay for the one 
space.  However, the YDNPA would not be getting involved with parking on private land as 
it was felt that this was best done as a private arrangement.  KM asked whether the 
YDNPA would ever need to get involved.  CK said that as long as landowners were not 
outside their 28 day permitted development and that parking wasn’t affecting designated 
land (SSSI etc) then the YDNPA should not need to get involved.   
 
KM asked if the YDNPA had considered parking for large vehicles on the northern section 
of the Pennine Bridleway.  MA said that this had not yet been looked at but that he would 
pass on the concern to the Pennine Bridleway Officers. 
 
MA to look at parking on the northern section of the Pennine Bridleway with the 
Pennine Bridleway Officer 
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Access to MoD land 
 
PW thanked members for their support at the last meeting for the negotiation of access to 
MoD land at Hudswell.  At the meeting of the Yorkshire Dales Access Forum (YDAF) on 
19 May, members offered their additional support.  Since that meeting, Jon Avison (JA), 
Head of Park Management and Deputy Chief Executive has contacted the MoD who have 
said that they would not consider increasing the access.  PW stressed that she thought 
this issue should be raised with Richard Brookes, Access Officer for the Defence Estates.  
MA suggested that a way forward may be to clarify why the MoD have refused access as 
there has been no reason given. 
 
MA to establish why to access to land at Hudswell has been refused by the MoD. 
 
Link with neighbouring authorities 
 
MA informed members that Iain Burgess from the PRoW team at NYCC had moved to 
Nidderdale AONB.  He was hopeful that this would result in cross boundary routes 
becoming more of a priority.  MK was asked if there had been any progression on the 
Coast to Coast mountain bike route.  MA said that Maunby Bridge was still the major issue  
preventing implementation, and was being looked at by NYCC. 
 
 
3. Pennine Bridleway Update 
 
MA gave a brief update on the Pennine Bridleway.  Contractors are currently working on 
the Garsdale section which links to the Moorcock Inn on the A684 and then on to the Lady 
Ann Highway.  All of the legal work is now complete, with the exception of the railway 
bridge at Stainforth.  SM asked what the issues are with the bridge.  MA explained that is 
was in relation to the design of the additional parapets that will be required. 
 
KM asked that officers consider looking at feeder routes into the Pennine Bridleway, 
particularly from Wharfedale, Swaledale and Wensleydale. 
 
Look at routes feeding into the Pennine Bridleway at a future meeting of the 
Bridleways and Restricted Byways Advisory Group. 
 
 
4. Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority – projects 2009/10 
 
MA went through the projects that had been completed on bridleways and restricted 
byways during the last financial year.  Members were encouraged to see that some of the 
improvements had come from their suggestions at a previous meeting. 
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5. Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority – projects 2010/11 
 

a) Easy latch improvement work 
 

MA went through the projects that have been identified for work on bridleways and 
restricted byways for the current year.  The following comments were made: 
 
KM agreed that the Stockdale Lane and Gorbeck Road should be a priority as these are 
part of the Pennine Bridleway.  He also thought that Mastiles Lane should be a priority due 
to its popularity. 
 
AT said that the route from Castle Bolton to Apedale in Swaledale (SE 035929) had some 
very tricky gates on it and wondered if it was well used.  KM confirmed that the route was 
used by horse riders.   
 
As a Dales Volunteer, AT asked if it would be a good idea to put easy latches on the 
survey form that volunteers use for parish path surveys.  CK thought this would be a good 
idea and said she would include it in the parish path survey training. 
 
ZS thought that the easy latch was not the best option for a latch and asked for this to be 
reconsidered.  MA said that this had been discussed at length and that the easy latch has 
always come out as the preference for all users. 
 

b) Project ideas 
 
CK informed members of the group that October was the deadline for projects to be 
submitted for the next years budget.  She asked members for any project ideas. 
 
MK asked if the route from Feizor to Stackhouse could be considered as an upgrade from 
footpath to bridleway as the route is gated and has a good surface.  MA said that this route 
had, originally, been part of the route for the Pennine Bridleway and that the archaeology 
and the ecology along the route had ruled it out.  He added that if historic evidence could 
be found to show that this route was a bridleway then a case could be put forward.  MA 
said he would let MK how to do this. 
 
KM said there was a few gate issues on the bridleway from Thoralby up on to Stake Moss 
that need to be addressed. 
 
KM thanked members for their comments and asked that any further comments be 
emailed directly to RB. 
 
Suggestions for route improvements to be sent to RB 
 
 
6. Unclassified Unsurfaced Roads 
 
There was a discussion regarding a presentation that had gone to the Yorkshire Dales 
Access Forum, by Doug Huzzard from North Yorkshire County Council, on the network of 
unclassified unsurfaced roads within North Yorkshire. 
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7. Any Other Business 
 
There were no items of other business. 
 
 
8. Date of the next meeting 
 
The next meeting of the Bridleways and Restricted Byways Advisory Group will be on 15 
April 2010 at Yoredale, Bainbridge.  The meeting will commence at 7.00pm. 
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Annex 4 
 

Unapproved Minutes of Meeting of 
Caves and Crags Access Advisory Group  

Held on Thursday 21 October 2009  
Colvend, Grassington 

 
Present: 
Graham Mollard (GM) British Caving Association (BCA) 
Doug Simpson (DS)  Yorkshire Naturalists' Union (YNU) 
Guy Keating (GK)  British Mountaineering Council (BMC) 
Jon Beavan (JB)  Yorkshire Dales Access Forum (YDAF) 
Rachel Briggs (RB)  Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority (YDNPA) 
Mark Allum (MA)  Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority (YDNPA) 
Ian Court (IC)  Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority (YDNPA) 
Phil Richards (PR)  Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority (YDNPA)  
Paul Sheehan (PS)  Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority (YDNPA) 
 

1. Welcome and Apologies 
 
Apologies were received from Robert White (RW) and Mick Kenyon (MK).  Andrew 
Mackintosh from Natural England is to be replaced by Helen Wilkin who was unable to 
attend the meeting. 
 
 
6. Minutes of the last meeting 
 
The minutes of the last meeting were accepted as a true record. 
 
 
7. Voluntary nesting restrictions for Common Raven 
 
GK presented his paper that was based on research and observations from the climbing 
community.  He explained that the paper had been to the national BMC natural 
conservation meeting and to the Yorkshire and Lake District regional committee meetings.  
The paper had been endorsed at these levels.  GK stated that the RSPB had been 
consulted and supported the views within the paper which was questioned by IC.  GK 
confirmed that the paper had been endorsed by the RSPB..  GK asked if members of the 
group had any comments to make. 
 
IC began by agreeing that, as the paper states that, nationally, ravens are increasing in 
numbers.  The same patterns are not evident in the Yorkshire Dales where ravens are still 
scarce with only six successful sites in the Yorkshire Dales in 2009.  GK accepted the 
comment but added that there needs to be a national view on this and that the BMC 
cannot have regional variations. 
 
JB asked for some clarification in terms of the territory of ravens and numbers in the 
Yorkshire Dales.  IC explained that ravens have quite large territories and that there are no 
crags in the Dales that could support more than one breeding pair.  He added that 
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although numbers have increased in the Yorkshire Dales over the last five years, this has 
not been by much.  JB then asked if there were any sites where breeding of ravens has 
been unsuccessful due to climbing.  IC said that the definitive information was difficult to 
collect but highlighted that there have been breeding ravens at Langcliffe Quarry until the 
bolts had been put in, acknowledging that there may be other reasons why ravens no 
longer nest at the site.  MA clarified that the abandonment of the ravens could have been 
due to the practice of bolting as apposed to the actual climbing. 
 
PS suggested that a way forward may be to have regional variations to the restrictions on 
the edge of the raven distribution map as printed within the paper.  GK said this may be 
considered. 
 
JB asked how members wished to take the paper forward.  DS and IC said they both had 
concerns about the change in BMC policy to no longer support restrictions for ravnes 
between specific dates.  MA suggested that GK’s paper gave a good national view of 
ravens but that perhaps IC could give a regional view at a future meeting.  IC also wanted 
to consult with Natural England and the RSPB and would include these comments in the 
response.  It was agreed that both IC and DS would respond to the paper on behalf of the 
YDNPA and the YNU respectively. 
 
IC to give the regional picture of ravens in the Yorkshire Dales National Park at the 
next meeting. 
 
IC and DS to respond to the raven restrictions paper on behalf of the YDNPA and 
the YNU for the next meeting. 
 
JB suggested that the raven restrictions be kept for the coming year until more information 
is made available.  DS and IC were happy with this compromise.  GK said he would pass 
this back to members of the BMC. 
 
 
4. Review of climbing at Langcliffe Quarry 
 
JB began by stating that, as far he was aware, the paper that had been circulated was now 
the YDNPA policy with regards to climbing at Langcliffe Quarry.  MA said that was correct 
and that the policy would be reviewed in another three years.  JB suggested that members 
discuss the review process and any minor amendments only. 
 
GK began by saying that the BMC were happy with the review process.  However, the 
view of the BMC was that the consultation gave no acknowledgement to the experience of 
the BMC in terms of management of climbing around breeding peregrines and that the 
restriction applied at Langcliffe is more extensive than is required and so they do not 
support the YDNPA’s view.  MA expressed his disappointment in this view considering the 
process the review had been through. 
 
DS said he was disappointed to see that the date of the restriction had been changed from 
1 January to the later date of 5 February.  IC said this date had been derived from BTO 
data.  DS stated that based on two sites he had monitored in 2009, a restriction date 
beginning at the end of Jan should be used and that at Langcliffe the original 1 January 
date should remain. 
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MA said that they had listened to both sides when considering the date for the restriction 
but that given such widely differing suggestions, a restriction period between the 
suggested dates had been determined.     
 
JB asked how the YDNPA would police the restriction considering the BMC would not 
endorse the review.  MA said this had not been considered.  MA added that they would 
monitor the site to see how it goes over the next season.  If there is a need to review the 
decision then he will let the group know. 
 
 
5. Great Wolfrey – open access 
 
PR gave a brief background into the issues with accessing the bouldering site at Great 
Wolfrey, near Grimwith Reservoir.  There has, in the past, been some resistance from the 
landowner of the moor to allow access and this has resulted in locked gates and fences 
topped with barbed wire.  However, it is now looking like the problem will soon be 
resolved.  GK wished to add the support of the BMC and thanked PR for his persistence in 
this matter. 
 
 
6. Gorge walking 
 
MA presented the list of gorges used for gorge walking within the YDNP and asked for any 
comments. 
 
JB asked whether officers were aware of those gorges where damage was a potential 
issue.  MA said that the main issue that has been raised in the past was at Ingleton 
waterfalls where a rare plant grows on the walls of the gorge. 
 
JB had some amendments to make to the list and agreed to pass them on to MA outside 
the meeting. 
 
 
7. Any other business 
 
MA informed members that the metoffice website now gives a mountain weather forecast 
for the Yorkshire Dales, 
(http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/yorkshiredales_forecast_weather.html) 
 
JB said that he was pleased to see this was now available but thought that it would be 
more useful to cavers if it gave access to the previous day’s weather so that you could see 
the risk of flooding.  GM agreed with this and added that he would put a link to this website 
on the BCA website. 
 
MA to look into providing previous weather forecast information on the metoffice 
website. 
 
The date of the next meeting will be at the beginning of September.  A date will be 
circulated by RB. 
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Annex 5 
 

Yorkshire Dales Green Lanes Advisory Group Meeting 
26 November 2009 

The Victoria Centre, Settle 
 
 

Notes of Meeting 
 
Present: 
 
Chair: 
Dr Malcolm Petyt, YDNPA Recreation Management Member Champion 
 
Members present: 
Neil Hesletine (Farmer) 
Stuart Monk (NYTMAG) 
Mark Dale (4x4 users) 
Ken Miller (Horse rider & LAF) 
David Gibson (attending in place of Michael Bartholomew) 
Nathan Yeo (4x4 users) 
 
Officers in attendance: 
Doug Huzzard (NYCC) 
Jon Avison (YDNPA) 
Mark Allum (YDNPA) 
 
Apologies: 
Jon Beavan (Businessman & LAF) 
Michael Bartholomew (GLA& LAF) 
Pat Whelan (Landowner & LAF) 
David Gibson (CCC) 
Kathryn Beardmore (YDNPA) 
 
 
1. Welcome and introductions 
Nathan Yeo was welcomed to his first meeting. He is a 4x4 user and has links to 
commercial operators. 
 
 
2. Notes of previous meeting and matters arising 
 
• Other signage.  The Long Lane byway at Helwith Bridge now has fingerposts in place.  

SM queried whether signs explaining that people might meet motor vehicles were in 
place on this route and Gorbeck Road. 
Action: MA to check and place if necessary 
 

• Agricultural use of routes.  MA has discussed this issue with rangers and it can be 
pursued on an individual route basis where it has been identified as an issue. This is in 
an influencing role only. 
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• West Cam Road.  Repairs to the drainage have now been carried out on the section 

past the forestry. 
 
• Windy Pike Lane. This has been checked but no sign of regular recreational motor 

vehicle use is present. 
 
• Deadmans Hill. NYCC have looked at this route in conjunction with Michael 

Bartholomew, and have carried out a full condition survey.  There has been a 
significant deterioration in the surface condition of this route since the previous survey 
in 2007 at the section above Scar House reservoir.  NYCC regard this route as a 
priority for management and maintenance following the adoption of a policy on the 
management of UURs.  The draft policy was expected to go out to consultation in 
December 2009. 

 
• Carlton to Melmerby Moor.  YDNPA and NYCC have consulted with landowners on 

this route, and have agreed to place a gate in the fence line to open up the definitive 
line of the route.  YDNPA will be organising low key repairs to sections with old deep 
ruts.   
Action: Use of the route by motorcycles has declined since the last meeting, but 
SM to publicise further that this route should not be used as some use is still 
occurring. 

 
• Arten Gill to Widdale Foot.  NYCC are investigating whether a stopping up order has 

been made, but no result as yet. 
 
• Pockstones Moor.  Repair work has not yet been carried out. 
 
• Red Way. The vehicle logger was moved to a location beyond the grouse butts in 

August. This will be downloaded in December 2009 and April 2010, and the analysis 
will be available for the next GLAG meeting. 

 
 
3. The High Court judgement and implications 
 
LARA and two individuals challenged YDNPA in the High Court on 8 of the traffic 
regulation orders that have been made, asking for the orders on four routes to be 
quashed.  Their action was successful, and orders on four routes were quashed.  This was 
on two grounds.  The first was a failure by YDNPA to show how s122 of the Road Traffic 
Regulation Act 1984 had been taken into account in making the TROs. The second was 
the fact that route status had been taken into consideration.  This applied to routes where 
there was an application for BOAT status, and the routes status was unclear at the time 
the legal challenge was made – this only applied to two routes.  Further research has 
subsequently been carried out to clarify the status of these.   
 
It was explained that despite the outcome YDNPA members do not regret allowing the 
action to go to the High Court as the outcome has clarified how the legislation should be 
applied for all national park authorities.  Defra have now issued a guidance letter to 
National Park Authorities, confirming their omission of reference to s122 in both the 
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Regulations for NPAs and the associated guidance, and advise that when making a TRO 
NPAs should clearly show how s122 has been taken into account. 
 
The implications of the judgement on the ground are that Gorbeck Road is open for motor 
vehicular use, but the other three routes do not provide through routes for motor vehicle 
use.  
 
 
4. Updates on Stockdale Lane and Harber Scar Lane 
 
Stockdale Lane has been thoroughly investigated by the Definitive Map team and no 
substantive evidence of historic vehicular rights has been found.  The application to make 
the route a BOAT was, therefore, refused.  [Subsequent to this decision the application 
has also been affected by the Winchester case1].  The decision has been appealed and so 
it has been sent to Government Office for Yorkshire and Humberside (GoYH).  It has been 
with GoYH for 18 months and a decision is still awaited. 
 
Harber Scar Lane has also been thoroughly investigated by the Definitive Map team. They 
found that there was historic evidence of vehicular use for this route, but that the 
application for BOAT status had also been affected by the ‘Winchester’ decision.  The 
Order made for this route was, therefore, that Harber Scar Lane should be a restricted 
byway from Horton-in-Ribblesdale through to the parish boundary in Greenfield forest.  An 
has been Order made for BOAT from this point through to High Greenfield.  There is one 
outstanding objection to this order opposing the BOAT section. If this cannot be resolved it 
will go to the Secretary of State for determination. 
 
Following the removal of the traffic regulation orders there was an increase in motor 
vehicle use of these routes, which was believed to be partly due to a lack of clarity in the 
information that was made available to the public.  There are indications that this use has 
reduced as the information regarding the applications is becoming better known. 
 
 
5.  Route assessment report on Gorbeck Road  
 
The implication of the High Court case for Gorbeck Road is that it is available for motor 
vehicular use, and that its management needs to be re-assessed. SM and MD stated that 
they had not had sufficient time to consult those they represent on what management 
should be applied to Gorbeck Road, although they were happy to discuss the assessment 

                                            
1 ‘Winchester’.    This was the case that decided the issue of whether or not an application, 
where it was made before the 20 January 2005, was in fact a valid application.  Schedule 
14 to the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 prescribes how applications for DMMOs must 
be made.  Section 67(6) of the 2006 Act (NERC) requires that applications be made in 
accordance with schedule 14.   However, Authorities, prior to NERC, had taken a flexible 
approach to these requirements.   The Winchester case decided that if an application is to 
save MPV rights it must have been made strictly in accordance with the requirements of 
schedule 14.  If a case is referred to as being affected by Winchester it means that the 
Authority has determined that the application was not made strictly in accordance with the 
requirements of schedule 14 and therefore cannot be regarded as a valid application.    
Therefore it cannot have the effect of saving MPV rights. 
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report at the meeting. It was decided that the situation, as it stands, would be circulated 
immediately after the meeting, and they would consult their members and pass the results 
to MA.  MA will circulate this via email to the YDGLAG to see if the group could reach a 
consensus on the advice it would give on this route after the meeting. 
 
The evaluation report had been circulated and the following key points were highlighted: 

• Good area for breeding birds, and areas of blanket bog adjacent to route. Only 
vulnerable if vehicles leave the route. 

• Important archaeology close to the route. Only vulnerable if vehicles leave the 
route. 

• Diverse visual character and widely visible from surrounding area. 
• Repair to part of the route involving engineering work was undertaken as part of the 

implementation of the PBW. 
• The route had high importance (in terms of value to the network) as part of the 

‘Settle Loop’. 
• Balance of use surveys show the number of walkers and cyclists has gone up 

following the opening of the Settle Loop, and the numbers of motorcyclists had 
gone down.  However the number of 4x4s using the route had gone up following the 
confirmation of motor vehicular rights and BOAT status. 

• The condition survey shows the repaired section of the route, on the whole, to be in 
good condition.  On the section of the route with a vegetation surface some damage 
is occurring primarily due to 4x4 use. A comparison of previous surveys shows that 
condition was worst in February 2008, and that there was a noticeable improvement 
by the survey in March 2009. 

 
There was a discussion concerning potential conflict of motor vehicles with other users on 
the narrower sections of the route, although no incidents of direct conflict have been 
reported. There was also discussion about the route being part of a National Trail and 
what relevance it did or didn’t have. It was agreed that this was only relevant because it 
has led to much higher levels of use by walkers and cyclists.  
 
The group was unable to give formal advice at the meeting, but there was general view 
that some form of management was required and the form of management would be 
determined following further email discussion subsequent to the meeting.   
 
YDGLAG Advice 
 
At the meeting the group was unable to give formal advice as the motor vehicle users had 
been unable to seek the views of their members in the time available since receiving the 
papers.   
 
[Following email discussion after the meeting, the advice of the group is: 
 

All members of YDGLAG agree that this is a route which requires some form of 
management, and that this will need to involve restricting recreational motor 
vehicles to some degree.  The group were split between the use of a seasonal TRO 
and a full year round TRO. There was also no consensus on whether any TRO 
should be permanent or time limited]. 
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6. Route assessment report for Arncliffe Cote 
 
Arncliffe Cote is recorded as a bridleway from Arncliffe Cote Farm through to Great Close 
Mire, and is then recorded as a BOAT through to Street Gate.  Although the current BOAT 
application has not been fully investigated by the Definitive Map team, it is accepted that it 
will not lead to a through route for motor vehicles as it has been affected by the 
Winchester case. 
 
The findings of the report show: 

• Natural England and YDNPA staff have identified vulnerable ecological features on 
and close to the route, which could be adversely affected by an increase in motor 
vehicle use  

• YDNPA staff have identified archaeological features that could be vulnerable to 
increased use by motor vehicles.  

• Levels of use by agricultural vehicles is extremely low with only 5 per month 
recorded during the TRO period.  4x4 use along the length of the route is unlikely 
because of the presence of narrow gateways. Motorcycle use since the quashing of 
the TRO has increased, and is currently an average of 12 per month. 

• Condition surveys show the surface condition of the route to be static.   
• There is evidence of use of the route by walkers and cyclists.  Some agricultural 

use is evident at both ends.   
 
 
YDGLAG Advice 
 
The consensus of the group was that a traffic regulation order for the short BOAT section 
was not required, and that use by motor vehicles should be discouraged through signage 
and publicity.  This should be agreed with the TRF and include their logo to gain greater 
compliance with the voluntary restriction. 
 
 
7.  Route assessment report for Bluecaster Side 
 
The key findings of the report are: 
• Bluecaster Side is a unclassified county road of which 2.4km is unsurfaced 
• An old roman road, and then mediaeval drove road 
• Cuts across a geological SSSI 
• Superb views of the Howgills from the route 
• The condition survey recorded few signs of recent use. There is some water damage. It 

was apparent that many users deviated from the historic line. 
• Levels of use average 32 motor vehicles per month, of which approximately 76% is 

agricultural. Unusually motorbike use is higher during the week. 
• The A683 can be heard from part of the route. 
• Increased use could cause damage to the route surface, and to the ecological and 

heritage features of the route. 
 
YDGLAG Advice  
 
The consensus of the group for this route was: 
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• Drainage repairs are needed at the Rawthey Bridge end and a number of other 
locations; 

• Use of the route and its condition should continue to be monitored, and its 
management revisited if any significant changes occur. 

 
 
8.  Route assessment report for Dawson Close 
 
The key findings of the report are: 
 
• Dawson Close is a UUR, 4.9km in length connecting two minor tarmac roads 
• Route is adjacent to Pen-y-ghent Gill SSSI.  Natural England have conducted a site 

visit and do not believe motor vehicle use is damaging the site. 
• There are important species on and close to the route. English Sandwort in particular 

could be vulnerable to increased use. 
• Busy archaeological landscape 
• Route offers high level traverse with excellent views 
• The condition of the majority of the route is good; it is well drained with bedrock close 

to the surface.  Water damage is apparent on the descent to Littondale. 
• Average level of motor vehicle use is 50 per month which is approximately 55% 

agricultural and 45% recreational. 
• Part of the route is used for the Alan Jeffries motorcycle trial. 
• Dawson Close offers good opportunities to enjoy special qualities for all users, 

including the less able. 
 
YDGLAG Advice  
 
There was consensus from the group that repairs to the water damaged section were 
urgently needed.  There was no consensus on whether any other management was 
required.  The group was split between those who felt that current levels of use were 
sustainable, and those who believed that the route was so special that it should be 
protected with a TRO. 
 
 
9. Route assessment report for Fremington to Hurst. 
 
The key findings of the report are: 
• The route between Fremington and Hurst is a UUR. The unsurfaced section is 2.3km 

long with the majority being outside the National Park 
• Runs through extensive mining landscape 
• Good views of Swaledale, Arkengarthdale and Fremington Edge 
• The section of the route outside the National Park is in good condition. The section in 

the National Park has areas of deep rutting, severe washout, and large loose stone. 
• Average levels of use are 71 motor vehicles per month, of which around 76% is 

recreational 
• The route is used by both the Reeth 3-day trial and the Scott Trial. 
• Limited balance of use studies show high levels of recreational motor vehicle use 
• Concerns about off-route ‘playing’ in the mining remains have been raised 
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It was noted that this is a cross boundary route, and so only NYCC could place a TRO on 
the whole route.  NYCC were unlikely to see this as a route that should be managed in this 
way. 
 
The issue of vehicle noise was discussed.  SM asked whether this was caused by motor 
vehicles using the route or by vehicles ‘playing’ off route.  This is not known at present. 
 
 
YDGLAG Advice  
 
The consensus of the group for this route was: 
• Repairs are needed on the National Park section, although it was acknowledged that 

this would be physically difficult, these repairs should be priced up anyway. 
• Off-route use needs to be addressed. Consideration should be given to clear signage 

and working with the police. 
 
10. Undergrounding in Kingsdale 
 
United Utilities are currently undergrounding all the electric cables in Kingsdale.  This has 
involved digging up a section of Twisleton Lane. This has now been reinstated. 
 
 
11. Any other business 
 
Signage on routes.  SM feels that this is causing some confusion amongst users, 
especially on BOAT application routes.   
Action: alterations in signage to be on the agenda for next meeting 
 
Electric motorcycles. SM would like to do a presentation on electric motorcycles. 
Action: Place on agenda. 
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Item No. 9 
 

Yorkshire Dales Access Forum – 23 February 2010 
 

CRoW Act 2000 
Statutory Review and Reassessment of  

Restrictions and Exclusions Consultation 
 
 
Purpose of the Report 
 
The purpose of this report is: 

(a) To update members on the review of restrictions and exclusions consultation 
procedure under the Countryside and Rights of Way Act (CRoW Act) to be dealt 
with by the Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority as the Relevant Authority. 

(b) To seek members views on the consultation on the current restrictions and 
exclusions in the national park. 

 
 
Background 
 
The Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority is the Relevant Authority responsible for 
administering the CRoW Act local restrictions.  Under the Act (s 21 to 33), access to 
CRoW open access land can be restricted for reasons of land management, wildlife and 
heritage conservation, and public safety.  However, such restrictions may only be used “to 
the extent necessary”.  This is interpreted to mean the least restrictive option.  In other 
words, local visitor management solutions should always be sought before statutory 
restrictions are considered.  Where visitor management on its own is likely to be 
insufficient, or would place an unreasonable burden or cost on the land manager, the 
CRoW Act and the associated regulations [The Access to the Countryside (Exclusions and 
Restrictions) (England) Regulations 2003] provide procedures to formally exclude or 
restrict access at the local level.   
 
Under the CRoW Act 2000, land owners, and those with a legal interest in an area of the 
mapped land, were provided with the opportunity to apply to restrict or exclude rights for 
the purposes of land management.  In total, 22 restrictions and exclusions were applied 
for, either prior to, or just after the launch of Open Access in the Yorkshire Dales National 
Park, in May 2005.  
 
Of those 22 applications, only five (three restrictions and two exclusions) were granted by 
the Authority.  It was determined that the remaining applications could be dealt with by 
implementing local visitor management solutions rather than the need for restriction, or 
were withdrawn by the interested party. 
 
Under section 27 (3)(c) of the CRoW Act, the relevant authority has a duty to review the 
direction for exclusion or restriction not later than the fifth anniversary of the date of the 
direction - in our case by May 2010.  
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YDAF views on current restrictions and exclusions 
 
At its meeting of the 22 September 2009 the Yorkshire Dales Access Forum (YDAF) was 
introduced to the process of review and reassessing existing restrictions and exclusions. 
 
As part of the review process, there could be two distinct formal consultation periods, firstly 
in relation to seeking views on the current direction (restriction and exclusion) and then 
secondly, to comment on the proposed future direction which could be made by the 
Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority as the Relevant Authority.   
 
The advice from the YDAF, for each individual case, must be for one of the following; no 
change (which will not require the second consultation period, but note point below about 
variation to date), to vary or to revoke the direction (both which will require the second 
consultation period).   
 
All five long-term restrictions and exclusions will require the further consultation period if 
they continue as this will mean an extension to the current period of five years for each 
restriction or exclusion. The extension of the date is classed as a variation to the original 
direction. Hence, the direction will require the second consultation period, although the 
content of the proposed restriction or exclusion may possibly remain the same. 
 
The YDAF, along with other statutory consultees (including the YDNPA as Access 
Authority), are currently being asked to comment on the first consultation stage. It should 
be noted that, in relation to the current five long-term restrictions, there is not the option for 
no change because at an absolute minimum the dates will require varying.  The other 
option would be to revoke. Either of these options would require the second consultation 
stage.  
 
The current Restrictions and Exclusions are: 
 
Restriction  ha Details of Direction 
Grassington Moor* 817 Dogs required to be kept on a short lead from 1st 

August to 10th December each year. (Appendix 1) 
Askrigg Common* 673 Dogs required to be kept on a short lead from 1st 

August to 10th December each year. (Appendix 2) 
Holgates Pasture 
Conistone with Kilnsey 

90 Outline direction being valid: between 1st June (at 
the earliest) and 28th February (at the latest); to be 
activated by the applicant only when suckler cows 
and calves are present on the land. (Appendix 3) 

Permanent Public Exclusion   
Quarry Wood 
Ingleton Water Falls Walk 

5.6 To exclude the public from Quarry Wood, for a 
period of five years (Appendix 4) 

Wood End, Kirk Gill 
Hubberholme 

5.4 To exclude the public from Wood End, Kirk Gill, for 
a period of five years (Appendix 5) 

 
• Note. The National restriction requires dogs to be on leads from 1st March to 31st July each year. 

Thus dogs will be required to be on a short lead in these areas from spring until the end of the 
shooting season. 
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Details of each of the cases are attached in Appendix 1 through to Appendix 5 in the form 
of a summary report which accompanies the site notice on Natural England’s website (see 
www.naturalengland.org.uk/openaccess for details).  
 
 
YDAF views on the current non-application directions 
 
In addition, the YDAF are being asked to consider and advise on 20 outline non-
application directions covering all areas of open access land.  These are for the exclusion 
of the public when the Fire Severity Index (FSI) indicates 5 (exceptional conditions).  
 
In the case of an outline direction, a statutory requirement for review is only likely to exist 
in a case in which category (b) in section 27(3) of the CRoW Act applies.  This states that  

“Where a direction under section 24, 25 or 26 in relation to any land by the relevant 
authority excludes or restricts access to land for part of every year or of each of six 
or more consecutive years, the authority shall review the direction not later than the 
fifth anniversary of the relevant date.” 

 
The salient point here is the duration of the exclusion or restriction, rather than the duration 
of the direction itself. Outline fire prevention directions are not subject to the statutory 
review process if they have not been called on during six or more consecutive years.  This 
is the case with the outline fire prevention directions in the Yorkshire Dales region, which 
means it is not a statutory requirement for the relevant authority to undertake a formal 
review of these outline directions. 
 
However, the absence of a statutory review requirement does not remove the relevant 
authority’s responsibility to reassess the necessity for exclusion or restriction if new factors 
come to light. It is also general good practice to revisit decisions after a certain period.  
To ensure that these outline directions are still appropriate, the YDNPA (as relevant 
authority) has decided to undertake a reassessment of these outline directions for fire 
prevention and to keep relevant stakeholders and interested parties informed of the 
YDNPA’s intentions. Public consultation is appropriate at this juncture. 
 
During the reassessment, the relevant authority must, having regard to the interest of the 
public in having access to the land, consider whether the extent and nature of the 
restriction is still necessary for its original purpose.  These are: 
 
Restriction ha  
20 identified parcels of Open 
Access land registered by 
the YDNPA as the Relevant 
Authority. 

109,500 Outline non-application direction to exclude the 
public from open access land during extreme 
conditions when the Fire Severity Index 
indicates 5. (Appendix 6) 

 
 
The Consultation Period 
 
The initial consultation period for both the review of statutory restrictions and exclusions 
and the reassessment of non-application directions is 15 February 2010 to 8 March 2010. 
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The second consultation period will be determined from the outcome of the feedback and 
a proposal made by the YDNPA, as relevant authority, and is proposed to take place 
sometime between the end of March and early April 2010. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
The YDAF needs to consider how it wishes to respond to the current consultations on the 
review of the five long-term exclusions and the reassessment of the 20 non-application 
directions.   
 
The second consultation period will likely fall outside the timetable of current YDAF 
meetings.   
 
The issue, therefore, is how the YDAF wants to consider the second consultation period in 
relation to commenting on any proposed restrictions or exclusions by the YDNPA as the 
relevant authority.   
 
To assist, members may wish to consider: 
 

a) Discussing the current restrictions and exclusions and formulating proposals at this 
meeting in response to the initial consultation; 

b)  and allowing the chair person to respond when the second consultation period 
starts. 

c) Forming a separate sub group to deal with the second consultation period. 
d) Convening a full meeting of the YDAF to consider the second stage consultations. 

 
 
Questions for the YDAF 
 

1. The views of the YDAF are sought on how it wishes to respond to the first stage 
consultation of the ‘Review of Existing Restrictions and Exclusions’ process. 

2. How does the YDAF wish to respond to the second stage? 
 
(A presentation will be made at the meeting in relation to the current review of the five 
long-term restrictions and exclusions and the background to the reassessment of the 20 
non-application directions which may assist members in formulating a response to the 
individual consultations) 
 
 
 
 
Alan Hulme 
Ranger Services Manager 
January 2010 
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Appendix 1 
Countryside and Rights of Way (CROW) Act 2000 

 
REVIEW OF STATUTORY DIRECTION(S) 

 
SUMMARY FOR PUBLIC CONSULTATION  

Prepared by Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority   
 
1. INFORMATION ABOUT THE PUBLIC CONSULTATION: 

 
Access Authority:  Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
Relevant Authority:  Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
Local Access Forum:  Yorkshire Dales Local Access Forum 
    North Yorkshire Local Access Forum 
 

Land Parcel Name: Original Direction 
Ref.  

 
Grassington Moor 

 

 
2004120076 

In accordance with statutory guidance, The Yorkshire Dales National Park 
Authority as the ‘relevant authority’ has a duty to: 

• review directions of a long-term character no later than their fifth 
anniversary; and  

• revoke or vary directions where necessary. 

Under CROW section 27(3) the relevant authority must review, at least every five 
years, any direction it has given that restricts access indefinitely; for part of every 
year; for part of each of six or more consecutive calendar years; or for a specified 
period of more than five years. 

During the review the relevant authority must, having regard to the interest of the 
public in having access to the land, consider whether the restriction is still 
necessary for its original purpose; and if so, whether the extent and nature of the 
restriction is still appropriate for the original purpose. 
Before reviewing a long-term direction the relevant authority must consult: 

• the local access forum; 

• the applicant or his successor in title, where reasonably practicable – for 
directions under section 24 or 25 made on application; or 

• the relevant advisory body – for a direction made under section 26. 
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The authority must also publish a notice on a website (and send a copy to 
statutory consultees) that must explain that the authority proposes to review the 
direction in question; where documents relating to the review may be inspected 
and copies obtained; and that representations in writing with regard to the review 
may be made by any person to the authority a date specified in the notice. 

Once consultation is complete the relevant authority should have regard to any 
representations it receives before making a decision. 

If following the consultation, the relevant authority decides to: 
• leave the original direction unchanged, the relevant authority 

should record the date that the decision was made and should 
schedule a subsequent review where necessary. 

If following the consultation, the relevant authority decides to: 

• vary a direction in any way (type, extent or date), the relevant 
authority must give a new direction under the same section that 
was used to give the original direction.  If the new direction is long-
term, it must be reviewed within five years of the date it is given; 

• revoke a direction, the relevant authority must give a new direction 
under the same section to revoke it. There is no requirement to 
review the new direction. 

 
Before varying or revoking a direction the relevant authority must: consult the 
original applicant or his successor in title, where reasonably practicable – for 
directions given  under section 24 or 25 on an application; or consult the relevant 
advisory body – for directions given under section 26. In either case, follow the 
consultation procedures set out in the Relevant Authority Guidance but only if it 
proposes to give a new direction that would restrict access indefinitely or for 
more than six months continuously. 
 
 
2. SUMMARY OF EXISTING DIRECTION(S): 
 
Land Parcel Name: Original 

Direction 
Ref.  

Dates of restriction 
on original direction: 

Reason for 
Exclusion 

 
Grassington Moor 

 
2004120076 

 
01/08/2005 to 
10/12/2010 

CROW s24 
For the protection 
of ground nesting 

birds 
 

 
The Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority made this long-term direction in 
February 2005.   A short summary is provided below giving the background to 
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the direction.  This should be read in conjunction with any other associated 
documents sent as part of this consultation. 
 
 
Grassington Moor is registered common land with no known owner. The moor 
land is in the guardianship of the Grassington Moor Management Association 
which is made up of representatives from the sporting interest, graziers, parish 
and district councils and the Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority. 
 
In Dec 2005, under part 1 (Chapter ll, Section 23) of the Countryside and Rights 
of Way Act 2000, an application was received from the Agents acting on behalf of 
the owner of the shooting rights. The application requested the exclusion of dogs 
between 28 May 2005 and 27 May 2010, on land management grounds, to 
prevent the disturbance of breeding and rearing of Grouse. In assessing this 
application the relevant authority followed the statutory guidance provided by the 
then Countryside Agency. A Case Research Report was completed which details 
all aspects of the case. 
 
The relevant authority rejected the application because under section 23 of the 
act only the owner of the Moor can apply for a five year dog exclusion.  
 
A direction was granted under section 24 of the CROW Act to require dogs to be 
on a short lead from 1 August to 10 December on an annual basis. The existing 
national restriction requires dogs to be on a lead from 1 March to 31 July. 
 
 
3. SUBMITTING COMMENTS ON THE REVIEW: 
 
If you wish to comment on the review of this direction then you must do so 
before Monday 8 March 2010 directly to Meghann Hull at 
meghann.hull@yorkshiredales.org.uk . Comments received after this date cannot 
be taken into account. 
 
A map accompanies this notice and can be seen on the Open Access website,  
http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/openaccess
 
If, following consultation, we decide that the existing directions are still 
appropriate and do not need to be changed then we will record the decision and 
set a new review date (which will be no later than 5 years from the completion of 
this review).   
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Appendix 2 
Countryside and Rights of Way (CROW) Act 2000 

 
REVIEW OF STATUTORY DIRECTION(S) 

 
SUMMARY FOR PUBLIC CONSULTATION  

Prepared by Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority  
 
1. INFORMATION ABOUT THE PUBLIC CONSULTATION: 

 
Access Authority:  Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
Relevant Authority:  Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
Local Access Forum:  Yorkshire Dales Local Access Forum 
     

Land Parcel Name: Original Direction 
Ref.  

 
Askrigg Common 

 

 
20050100037 

In accordance with statutory guidance, Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
as the ‘relevant authority’ has a duty to: 

• review directions of a long-term character no later than their fifth 
anniversary; and  

• revoke or vary directions where necessary. 

Under CROW section 27(3) the relevant authority must review, at least every five 
years, any direction it has given that restricts access indefinitely; for part of every 
year; for part of each of six or more consecutive calendar years; or for a specified 
period of more than five years. 

During the review the relevant authority must, having regard to the interest of the 
public in having access to the land, consider whether the restriction is still 
necessary for its original purpose; and if so, whether the extent and nature of the 
restriction is still appropriate for the original purpose. 
Before reviewing a long-term direction the relevant authority must consult: 

• the local access forum; 

• the applicant or his successor in title, where reasonably practicable – for 
directions under section 24 or 25 made on application; or 

• the relevant advisory body – for a direction made under section 26. 

The authority must also publish a notice on a website (and send a copy to 
statutory consultees) that must explain that the authority proposes to review the 
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direction in question; where documents relating to the review may be inspected 
and copies obtained; and that representations in writing with regard to the review 
may be made by any person to the authority a date specified in the notice. 

Once consultation is complete the relevant authority should have regard to any 
representations it receives before making a decision. 

If following the consultation, the Relevant Authority decides to: 
• leave the original direction unchanged, the relevant authority 

should record the date that the decision was made and should 
schedule a subsequent review where necessary. 

If following the consultation, the Relevant Authority decides to: 

• vary a direction in any way (type, extent or date), the relevant 
authority must give a new direction under the same section that 
was used to give the original direction.  If the new direction is long-
term, it must be reviewed within five years of the date it is given; 

• revoke a direction, the relevant authority must give a new direction 
under the same section to revoke it. There is no requirement to 
review the new direction. 

 
Before varying or revoking a direction the relevant authority must: consult the 
original applicant or his successor in title, where reasonably practicable – for 
directions given under section 24 or 25 on an application; or consult the relevant 
advisory body – for directions given under section 26. In either case, follow the 
consultation procedures set out in the Relevant Authority Guidance but only if it 
proposes to give a new direction that would restrict access indefinitely or for 
more than six months continuously. 
 
 
2. SUMMARY OF EXISTING DIRECTION(S): 
 
Land Parcel Name: Original 

Direction 
Ref.  

Dates of restriction 
on original direction: 

Reason for 
Exclusion 

 
Askrigg Common 

 
2005010037 

 
01/08/2005 to 
10/12/2010 

CROW s24 
For the protection of 
ground nesting birds. 

 
 
The Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority made this long-term direction in 
August 2005.   A short summary is provided below giving the background to the 
direction.  This should be read in conjunction with any other associated 
documents sent as part of this consultation. 
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In February 2005, under Part 1 (Chapter II, Section 23) of the Countryside and 
Rights of Way Act 2000, Gunnerside Estate applied for a restriction to exclude 
dogs on forthcoming access land at Askrigg Common. The application requested 
the exclusion of dogs from the land between 28/05/05 and 27/05/10 on land 
management grounds for the purpose of the breeding and rearing of Grouse. In 
assessing this application the relevant authority followed the statutory guidance 
provided by the then Countryside Agency. A Case Research Report was 
completed which details all aspects of the case. 
 
The relevant authority rejected the application because under section 23 of the 
Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 only the owner of the moor can apply 
for a five year dog exclusion and the owner had declined the opportunity to apply 
for a discretionary restriction. 
 
A direction was granted under section 24 of the CRoW Act to require dogs to be 
on a short lead from 1 August to 10 December on an annual basis. The existing 
national restriction requires dogs to be on a lead from 1 March to 31 July. 
 
 
3. SUBMITTING COMMENTS ON THE REVIEW: 
 
If you wish to comment on the review of this direction then you must do so 
before Monday 8 March 2010 directly to Meghann Hull at 
meghann.hull@yorkshiredales.org.uk . Comments received after this date cannot 
be taken into account. 
 
A map accompanies this notice and can be seen on the Open Access website,  
http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/openaccess
 
If, following consultation, we decide that the existing directions are still 
appropriate and do not need to be changed then we will record the decision and 
set a new review date (which will be no later than 5 years from the completion of 
this review).   
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Appendix 3 
Countryside and Rights of Way (CROW) Act 2000 

 
REVIEW OF STATUTORY DIRECTION(S) 

 
SUMMARY FOR PUBLIC CONSULTATION  

Prepared by Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
 
1. INFORMATION ABOUT THE PUBLIC CONSULTATION: 

 
Access Authority:  Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
Relevant Authority:  Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
Local Access Forum:  Yorkshire Dales Local Access Forum 
     

 
Land Parcel Name: Original Direction 

Ref. 

 
Holgates Pasture 

 

 
2004110252 

 
In accordance with statutory guidance, Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
as the ‘relevant authority’ has a duty to: 

• review directions of a long-term character no later than their fifth 
anniversary; and  

• revoke or vary directions where necessary. 

Under CROW section 27(3) the relevant authority must review, at least every five 
years, any direction it has given that restricts access indefinitely; for part of every 
year; for part of each of six or more consecutive calendar years; or for a specified 
period of more than five years. 

During the review the relevant authority must, having regard to the interest of the 
public in having access to the land, consider whether the restriction is still 
necessary for its original purpose; and if so, whether the extent and nature of the 
restriction is still appropriate for the original purpose. 
Before reviewing a long-term direction the relevant authority must consult: 

• the local access forum; 

• the applicant or his successor in title, where reasonably practicable – for 
directions under section 24 or 25 made on application; or 

• the relevant advisory body – for a direction made under section 26. 
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The authority must also publish a notice on a website (and send a copy to 
statutory consultees) that must explain that the authority proposes to review the 
direction in question; where documents relating to the review may be inspected 
and copies obtained; and that representations in writing with regard to the review 
may be made by any person to the authority a date specified in the notice. 

Once consultation is complete the relevant authority should have regard to any 
representations it receives before making a decision. 

If following the consultation, the relevant authority decides to: 
• leave the original direction unchanged, the relevant authority 

should record the date that the decision was made and should 
schedule a subsequent review where necessary. 

If following the consultation, the relevant authority decides to: 

• vary a direction in any way (type, extent or date), the relevant 
authority must give a new direction under the same section that 
was used to give the original direction.  If the new direction is long-
term, it must be reviewed within five years of the date it is given; 

• revoke a direction, the relevant authority must give a new direction 
under the same section to revoke it. There is no requirement to 
review the new direction. 

 
Before varying or revoking a direction the relevant authority must: consult the 
original applicant or his successor in title, where reasonably practicable – for 
directions given under section 24 or 25 on an application; or consult the relevant 
advisory body – for directions given under section 26. In either case, follow the 
consultation procedures set out in the Relevant Authority Guidance but only if it 
proposes to give a new direction that would restrict access indefinitely or for 
more than six months continuously. 
 
 
2. SUMMARY OF EXISTING DIRECTION(S): 
 
Land Parcel Name: Original 

Direction 
Ref.  

Dates of 
restriction on 

original direction: 

Reason for 
Exclusion 

 
Holgates Pasture 

 
2004110252 

 
01/06/2005 to 
28/02/2010 

CROW s24 
Exclusion of dogs for 

land management 
and public safety 

 
 
Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority made this long term direction in March 
2005.   A short summary is provided below giving the background to the 
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direction.  This should be read in conjunction with any other associated 
documents sent as part of this consultation. 
 
The site of the original direction, Holgates Pasture, Kilnsey, consists of 95ha of 
grassland. The area is surrounded on three sides by other open access land, but 
is fully enclosed with both walling and wall top fencing. Although Holgates 
Pasture is a large enclosure, it is of a very open nature and members of the 
public are visible at all times.  
 
Under Part 1 (Chapter II, Sections 24 & 25 1b) of the Countryside and Rights of 
Way Act 2000, the owner, applied for a direction to restrict access on open 
access land at Holgates Pasture. The application requested the exclusion of all 
CROW rights from the land between June and February on both land 
management and public safety grounds. In assessing this application the 
relevant authority followed the statutory guidance provided by the then 
Countryside Agency. 
 
Because of the open nature of the site, the national ‘dogs on leads in the vicinity 
of livestock’ restriction was not felt to be sufficient in this case, so the relevant 
authority proposed a direction to exclude dogs from the site between June and 
February (inclusive) on an annual basis for 6 years. The reason for this is that the 
threat to public safety from suckler cows is most significant to visitors with dogs.  
 
An outline direction was granted to exclude dogs from Holgates Pasture between 
1 June (at the earliest) and 28 February (at the latest), to be activated by the 
applicant, only when suckler cows and calves were present on the land, until 28 
February 2010. 
 
 
3. SUBMITTING COMMENTS ON THE REVIEW: 
 
If you wish to comment on the review of this direction then you must do so 
before Monday 8 March 2010 directly to Meghann Hull at 
meghann.hull@yorkshiredales.org.uk. Comments received after this date cannot 
be taken into account. 
 
A map accompanies this notice and can be seen on the Open Access website, 
http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/openaccess
 
If, following consultation, we decide that the existing directions are still 
appropriate and do not need to be changed then we will record the decision and 
set a new review date (which will be no later than 5 years from the completion of 
this review).   
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Appendix 4 
Countryside and Rights of Way (CROW) Act 2000 

 
REVIEW OF STATUTORY DIRECTION(S) 

 
SUMMARY FOR PUBLIC CONSULTATION  

Prepared by Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority   
 
1. INFORMATION ABOUT THE PUBLIC CONSULTATION: 

 
Access Authority:  Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority  
Relevant Authority:  Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority  
Local Access Forum:  Yorkshire Dales Local Access Forum 
 

Land Parcel Name: Original Direction 
Ref.  

 
Quarry Wood 

 

 
2005010080 

In accordance with statutory guidance, the Yorkshire Dales National Park 
Authority as the ‘relevant authority’ has a duty to: 

• review directions of a long-term character no later than their fifth 
anniversary; and  

• revoke or vary directions where necessary. 

Under CROW section 27(3) the relevant authority must review, at least every five 
years, any direction it has given that restricts access indefinitely; for part of every 
year; for part of each of six or more consecutive calendar years; or for a specified 
period of more than five years. 

During the review the relevant authority must, having regard to the interest of the 
public in having access to the land, consider whether the restriction is still 
necessary for its original purpose; and if so, whether the extent and nature of the 
restriction is still appropriate for the original purpose. 
Before reviewing a long-term direction the relevant authority must consult: 

• the local access forum; 

• the applicant or his successor in title, where reasonably practicable – for 
directions under section 24 or 25 made on application; or 

• the relevant advisory body – for a direction made under section 26. 

The authority must also publish a notice on a website (and send a copy to 
statutory consultees) that must explain that the authority proposes to review the 
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direction in question; where documents relating to the review may be inspected 
and copies obtained; and that representations in writing with regard to the review 
may be made by any person to the authority a date specified in the notice. 

Once consultation is complete the relevant authority should have regard to any 
representations it receives before making a decision. 

If following the consultation, the relevant authority decides to: 
• leave the original direction unchanged, the relevant authority 

should record the date that the decision was made and should 
schedule a subsequent review where necessary. 

If following the consultation, the relevant authority decides to: 

• vary a direction in any way (type, extent or date), the relevant 
authority must give a new direction under the same section that 
was used to give the original direction.  If the new direction is long-
term, it must be reviewed within five years of the date it is given; 

• revoke a direction, the relevant authority must give a new direction 
under the same section to revoke it. There is no requirement to 
review the new direction. 

 
Before varying or revoking a direction the relevant authority must: consult the 
original applicant or his successor in title, where reasonably practicable – for 
directions given  under section 24 or 25 on an application; or consult the relevant 
advisory body – for directions given under section 26. In either case, follow the 
consultation procedures set out in the Relevant Authority Guidance but only if it 
proposes to give a new direction that would restrict access indefinitely or for 
more than six months continuously. 
 
 
2. SUMMARY OF EXISTING DIRECTION(S): 
 
Land Parcel Name: Original 

Direction 
Ref.  

Dates of 
restriction on 

original direction: 

Reason for 
Exclusion 

 
Quarry Wood 

 
2005010080 

 
28/05/2005 to 
28/05/2010 

CROW s24 
To allow the applicant 
to continue charging 
the public for entry to 
the land on foot on a 

permanent basis. 
 
The Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority made this long-term direction in May 
2005.   A short summary is provided below giving the background to the 
direction.  This should be read in conjunction with any other associated 
documents sent as part of this consultation. 
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Quarry Wood is a small strip of registered common to the north of Ingleton 
village.  It is owned by the Ingleton Scenery Company, on whose behalf the 
application was made.  A managed trail runs through the site along the eastern 
side of the wood before dropping down towards the river, crossing out of the site 
by way of a bridge across the river Doe.  This path forms part of the Ingleton 
Waterfalls Walk.  There is no other entry point into the site.  Immediately beyond 
the point where this path begins a pay booth is located.  A sign at the entrance to 
the site makes clear that the path is a managed trail, and asks for payment at the 
exit.  Other signs at this point relate to site safety.  There are no public rights of 
way onto or adjacent to the site. 
 
The Relevant Authority Guidance states that where an applicant provides 
evidence that permanent charging was in force during the 12 months ending 30 
November 2000 for simple entry to an area of land on foot, it is likely to be 
necessary for the relevant authority, on application, to give a direction excluding 
the CROW rights from the affected area, so that the occupier can continue to 
charge for entry on the same basis. 
 
The applicant provided documentation confirming that charging has been in 
place on the Waterfalls Walk since 1885, giving the only public access to Quarry 
Wood.  Charging is in place all year, with the walk closed Christmas Day only.   
 
The Guidance states that the lowest level of restriction is to exclude the public 
from the area that, and at times when, they would have had to pay to enter for 
access on foot prior to CROW enactment.  A direction was therefore made 
excluding the public for a period of five years. 
 
 
3. SUBMITTING COMMENTS ON THE REVIEW: 
 
If you wish to comment on the review of this direction then you must do so 
before Monday 8 March 2010 directly to Meghann Hull at 
meghann.hull@yorkshiredales.org. Comments received after this date cannot be 
taken into account. 
 
A map accompanies this notice and can be seen on the Open Access website, 
http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/openaccess 
 
If, following consultation, we decide that the existing directions are still 
appropriate and do not need to be changed then we will record the decision and 
set a new review date (which will be no later than  5 years from the completion of 
this review).   
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Appendix 5 
Countryside and Rights of Way (CROW) Act 2000 

 
REVIEW OF STATUTORY DIRECTION(S) 

 
SUMMARY FOR PUBLIC CONSULTATION  

Prepared by Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority   
 
1. INFORMATION ABOUT THE PUBLIC CONSULTATION: 

 
Access Authority:  Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority  
Relevant Authority:  Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority  
Local Access Forum:  Yorkshire Dales Local Access Forum  
 

Land Parcel Name: Original Direction 
Ref.  

 
Wood End, Hubberholme 

 

 
2004120016 

In accordance with statutory guidance, Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
as the ‘relevant authority’ has a duty to: 

• review directions of a long-term character no later than their fifth 
anniversary; and  

• revoke or vary directions where necessary. 

Under CROW section 27(3) the relevant authority must review, at least every five 
years, any direction it has given that restricts access indefinitely; for part of every 
year; for part of each of six or more consecutive calendar years; or for a specified 
period of more than five years. 

During the review the relevant authority must, having regard to the interest of the 
public in having access to the land, consider whether the restriction is still 
necessary for its original purpose; and if so, whether the extent and nature of the 
restriction is still appropriate for the original purpose. 
Before reviewing a long-term direction the relevant authority must consult: 

• the local access forum; 

• the applicant or his successor in title, where reasonably practicable – for 
directions under section 24 or 25 made on application; or 

• the relevant advisory body – for a direction made under section 26. 

The authority must also publish a notice on a website (and send a copy to 
statutory consultees) that must explain that the authority proposes to review the 

1 
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direction in question; where documents relating to the review may be inspected 
and copies obtained; and that representations in writing with regard to the review 
may be made by any person to the authority a date specified in the notice. 

Once consultation is complete the relevant authority should have regard to any 
representations it receives before making a decision. 

If following the consultation, the relevant authority decides to: 
• leave the original direction unchanged, the relevant authority 

should record the date that the decision was made and should 
schedule a subsequent review where necessary. 

If following the consultation, the relevant authority decides to: 

• vary a direction in any way (type, extent or date), the relevant 
authority must give a new direction under the same section that 
was used to give the original direction.  If the new direction is long-
term, it must be reviewed within five years of the date it is given; 

• revoke a direction, the relevant authority must give a new direction 
under the same section to revoke it. There is no requirement to 
review the new direction. 

 
Before varying or revoking a direction the relevant authority must: consult the 
original applicant or his successor in title, where reasonably practicable – for 
directions given under section 24 or 25 on an application; or consult the relevant 
advisory body – for directions given under section 26. In either case, follow the 
consultation procedures set out in the Relevant Authority Guidance but only if it 
proposes to give a new direction that would restrict access indefinitely or for 
more than six months continuously. 
 
 
2. SUMMARY OF EXISTING DIRECTION(S): 
 
Land Parcel Name: Original 

Direction 
Ref.  

Dates of restriction on 
original direction:  

Reason for 
Exclusion 

 
Wood End, 

Hubberholme 

 
2004120016 

 
28/05/2005 to 
27/05/2010 

CROW s24 
To prevent 

disruption to the 
local water 

supply 
 

 
The Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority made this long-term direction in 
April 2005.   A short summary is provided below giving the background to the 
direction.  This should be read in conjunction with any other associated 
documents sent as part of this consultation. 

2 
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Under Part 1 (Chapter II, Sections 24) of the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 
2000, the applicant, applied for a direction to restrict access on open access land 
at Wood End, Hubberholme. The application requested the exclusion of all 
CROW rights from the land until 2999, due to the possible risks of disruption and 
contamination of a water supply. A Case Research Report was completed and 
details all aspects of the case. 
 
The relevant authority proposed a direction for the complete exclusion of CROW 
rights from the site for 5 years, from May 2005 to May 2010 inclusive. Due to the 
topography of the land, the vulnerability of the existing water supply 
infrastructure, and a predicted increase in access to the site, there was a strong 
possibility that disruption to the water supply could occur accidentally, causing 
significant disruption to the local community and businesses.  
 
It was not considered possible to resolve the situation by other means, and 
therefore a statutory restriction was considered necessary to prevent disruption 
to the water supply.  
 
 
3. SUBMITTING COMMENTS ON THE REVIEW: 
 
If you wish to comment on the review of this direction then you must do so 
before Monday 8 March 2010 directly to Meghann Hull at 
meghann.hull@yorkshiredales.org.uk. Comments received after this date cannot 
be taken into account. 
 
A map accompanies this notice and can be seen on the Open Access website, 
http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/openaccess 
 
If, following consultation, we decide that the existing directions are still 
appropriate and do not need to be changed then we will record the decision and 
set a new review date (which will be no later than 5 years from the completion of 
this review).   
 
 
 

3 
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Appendix 6 
Countryside and Rights of Way (CRoW) Act 2000 

 
REASSESSMENT OF OUTLINE DIRECTIONS TO RESTRICT 

ACCESS FOR THE PURPOSE OF FIRE PREVENTION 
 

SUMMARY FOR PUBLIC CONSULTATION 
Prepared by Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 

 
1. INFORMATION ABOUT THE PUBLIC CONSULTATION: 
 
Access Authority: Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority.  
Relevant Authority:  Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority.  
Local Access Forum:  Cumbria, County Durham, Yorkshire and Yorkshire 

Dales.  
 

Land Parcel Name: Direction Ref. Access Authority 
Barden  2005090090 Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 

North Yorkshire County Council 
Flasby Fell 2005090091 Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
Grimwith & Hebden 2005090088 Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 

North Yorkshire County Council 
Malham & Arncliffe 2005090089 Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
Attermire & Winskill 2005090086 Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
Pen Y Ghent 2005090087 Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
Ingleborough & Wharfe 2005090085 Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
Coverdale & Wharfedale 2005090084 Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 

North Yorkshire County Council 
Wensleydale 2006090008 Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
Whernside & Dentdale 2005090082 Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 

Lancashire County Council 
Cumbria County Council 

Wold Fell 2005090081 Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
Rise Hill 2005090080 Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
East Bolton & Grinton Moors 2005090078 Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 

North Yorkshire County Council 
Askrigg & Muker 2005090079 Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
Shunner Fell & Swaledale Head 2005090083 Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 

Cumbria County Council 

Baugh Fell 2005090075 Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
Cumbria County Council 

Brant Fell 2005090072 Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
Cumbria County Council 

Marske 2005090069 Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
North Yorkshire County Council 

East Arkengarthdale 2005090068 Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
County Durham County Council 

Reeth & Gunnerside 2005090070 
Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
County Durham County Council 
Cumbria County Council 



In accordance with statutory guidance, the Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
has as the ‘relevant authority’ a duty to: 

• review directions of a long-term character no later than their fifth anniversary; 
and  

• revoke or vary directions where necessary. 

In the case of an outline direction, a statutory requirement for review is only likely to 
exist in a case in which category (b) in section 27(3) of the CRoW Act applies.  This 
states that ‘Where a direction under section 24, 25 or 26 in relation to any land by 
the relevant authority excludes or restricts access to land for part of every year or of 
each of six or more consecutive years, the authority shall review the direction not 
later than the fifth anniversary of the relevant date.” 

What counts here is the duration of the exclusion or restriction, rather than the 
duration of the direction itself. Outline fire prevention directions are not subject to the 
statutory review process if they have not been called off during six or more 
consecutive years, as is the case with the outline fire prevention directions in the 
Yorkshire Dales region, listed above.  This means it is not a statutory requirement for 
the relevant authority to undertake a formal review of these outline directions. 

However, the absence of a statutory review requirement does not remove the 
relevant authority’s responsibility to reassess the necessity for exclusion or 
restriction if new factors come to light or as general good practice to revisit decisions. 
To ensure that these outline directions are still appropriate, the Yorkshire Dales 
National Park Authority (as Relevant Authority) is undertaking a reassessment of 
these outline directions for fire prevention and to keep relevant stakeholders and 
interested parties informed of the Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority’s 
intentions. It has been agreed that public consultation is appropriate at this juncture.    

During the reassessment the relevant authority must, having regard to the interest of 
the public in having access to the land, consider whether the restriction is still 
necessary for its original purpose; and if so, whether the extent and nature of the 
restriction is still appropriate for the original purpose. 

In reassessing these directions the relevant authority will consult: 

• the relevant local access forums; 
• the applicant or his successor in title, where reasonably practicable – for 

directions under section 24 or 25 made on application; or 
• the relevant advisory body – for a direction made under section 26. 

The relevant authority will also publish a notice on the Natural England website (and 
send a copy to statutory consultees) explaining that the relevant authority proposes 
to reassess the direction in question; where documents relating to the reassessment 
may be inspected and copies obtained; and that representations in writing with 
regard to the reassessment may be made by any person to the relevant authority by 
a date specified in the notice. 



Once consultation is complete the relevant authority should have regard to any 
representations it receives before making a decision.  

2. SUMMARY OF EXISTING DIRECTION(S): 

The Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority have given twenty outline directions, to 
restrict access under section 25(1)(a) of the Countryside and Rights of Way Act for 
the purpose of fire prevention, in the North West region.  

These directions were given as ‘outline’ directions, meaning that they are only 
activated when conditions are ‘exceptional’. All of the directions indicated above 
were made to cover the period up to 31/12/2999.  

When the existing directions were first considered, the Yorkshire Dales National Park 
Authority consulted with the Local Access Forum in order to ensure that the 
appropriate areas of access land were identified and to ensure that there was 
sufficient ‘coverage’ across the counties. The Authority was also in discussions with 
stakeholders through the Moorland Access Advisory Group and sent a newsletter to 
landowners, farmers and tenants within the park, advising them of the Authority’s 
intention to implement outline directions across all ‘open access’ land within the park. 
The criteria used for identifying appropriate land parcels subject to the non-
applications directions were as follows: 

Land characteristics likely to be relevant when determining whether restrictions are 
necessary due to exceptional conditions include: 

1. The fuel potential of the vegetation and substrate. 
2. Exposure to high wind speeds. 
3. Uniformity of vegetation. 
4. Topography. 

In addition the authority considered a number of other points including: 

• Clear messages to the public and landowners during exceptional conditions 
• Patch works of closures (if not all ‘open access’ land was covered by outline 

directions) 
• Ease of management of closures (practicalities of signing) 
• Unintentional entry from non restricted to restricted land during exceptional 

conditions (if not all ‘open access’ land was covered by outline directions) 
• Potential spread of fire from less vulnerable areas to higher risk areas  

Whilst there is no statutory requirement to review these directions, the Yorkshire 
Dales National Park Authority has taken the decision to reassess these directions 
now, before the start of the next ‘fire’ season (Spring 2010 onwards) in order to 
ensure that we have an appropriate coverage of fire directions across the counties 
and to continue to build upon lessons learned since CRoW rights commenced. 

 

 



3. BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON HOW FIRE DIRECTIONS WORK:  

Under the CRoW Act, fire prevention restrictions aim to stop accidental fires from 
occurring when conditions are exceptional by suspending open access rights. They 
do not and cannot prevent all fires from happening.   

Fires can and will occur at any time of year, either accidentally or most regrettably, 
by act of arson, and there will naturally be times of the year or times in the cycle of 
the vegetation when there is a higher risk of fire.  Within the confines of the CRoW 
Act, it is the responsibility of the relevant authorities to make reasonable efforts to 
identify when exceptional conditions occur, beyond what is normally expected, and 
where known, suspend open access rights on vulnerable land when this occurs.  

Fire Severity Index (FSI) 

To inform decisions on a national scale, the Met Office were asked to develop a fire 
severity index (FSI), which would give an objective way to show when exceptional 
conditions occur.  Based on extensive research the Canadian Daily Severity Rating 
(DSR) was identified as the most appropriate for England and Wales. The resulting 
Met Office Fire Severity Index gives a daily rating per 10 km grid square from 1 to 5 
(very low to exceptional) on the potential severity of a fire should it occur. The index 
has been in place since September 2004. 

The Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority has taken a proactive approach in 
providing non-application outline directions for fire prevention on all open access 
land in the national park. These are activated when exceptional conditions occur (5 
exceptional). The decision to give non-application outline directions for all open 
access land in the park was guided by the advice of Local Access Forum. However, 
landowners were also able to make an application for an outline direction for fire 
prevention restrictions if they so wish.   

All the relevant authorities which have given outline fire prevention directions are 
committed to using the FSI to determine when exceptional conditions occur.  

An outline direction can only be activated on a registered parcel of land when one or 
more of the FSI grid squares covering the land parcels are at a level 5 for the current 
day (today). For the purpose of restrictions there is no weighting on how much land 
is covered by a grid; even the smallest piece of land within a grid will activate the 
entire parcel.  Any activation of a restriction will be notified in writing to the relevant 
authority, the access authority and where known, the landowner(s). 

4. SUBMITTING COMMENTS ON THE REASSESSMENT: 

If you wish to submit any comments please submit in writing to the Relevant 
Authority Case officer Meghann Hull, meghann.hull@yorkshiredales.ork.uk, quoting 
the relevant case number. 

We must receive any comments by 8th March 2010.  Comments received after 
this date cannot be taken into account.   

mailto:meghann.hull@yorkshiredales.ork.uk




Item No. 10 
 

Yorkshire Dales Access Forum – 23 February 2010 
 

Cumbria Rights of Way Improvement Plan 
 
 
Purpose of the Report 
 
The purpose of this report is to make Members of the Yorkshire Dales Access Forum 
aware of the Cumbria Rights of Way Improvement Plan (RoWIP) annual work programme 
for March 2010 to April 2011, and to seek agreement for this being ‘signed off’ by the 
Cumbria Countryside Access partnership.  
 
 
Background 
 
Under sections 60 and 61 of the CRoW Act, local authorities are required to prepare and 
publish Rights of Way Improvement Plans (RoWIP) and consult any local access forum in 
that area when preparing or reviewing the plan.   
 
In 2006 the Yorkshire Dales Access Forum provided input into the production of Rights of 
Way Improvement Plans (RoWIPs) for both North Yorkshire and Cumbria.   
 
The Cumbria Countryside Access partnership, a partnership of the three local access 
forums in Cumbria, (Cumbria outside the National Park Authorities areas and the Lake 
District and Yorkshire Dales National Park Access Forums) and the Access Authorities 
(Cumbria County Council and the Lake District and Yorkshire Dales National Parks) 
oversee the implementation of the Cumbria ROWIP.  The Cumbria ROWIP covers the 
whole of the County.  
 
The document attached in the Annex is the Cumbria RoWIP annual work programme 
running from March 2010 to April 2011.  The annual work programme has been agreed by 
the Cumbria Countryside Access operational steering group.  All three Local Access 
Forums in Cumbria are now being consulted on this document before it is ‘signed off’ by 
the Partnership. 
 
 
Action for the Yorkshire Dales Access Forum 
 
Members of the YDAF are asked to agree the Cumbria RoWIP work programme for 
2010/11. 
 
 
Rachel Briggs 
February 2010 



Annex 
 
Cumbria Rights of Way Improvement Plan  
 
Annual Action Plan (April 2010 – March 2011) and Years 2 and 3 indicative work programme1

 
Action Partners 

(lead in bold) 
Work to be 
undertaken 

Targets (by end of 
year March 2011 

Year 2 (2011 
– 2012) 

Year 3 (2012 
– 2013) 

Resources/ 
issues 
• Small £0 – 

10k 
• Med £10 – 

50k 
• Large £50 

– 100k 
• V large 

£100k+ 

CROWIP 
Action Ref 
(1-32) 

 
1 Barrier 
reduction  - 
Structures and 
surfacing   
 
Encourage and 
help land 
managers to 
make 
countryside 
structures less 
restrictive. 

 
1.1 CCC 
LDNPA YDNPA 

 
1.1.1 Where necessary 
and appropriate, replace 
existing rights of way and 
access furniture with less 
restrictive alternatives and 
improve surface for 
people with limited 
mobility. 
 
*This does not mean a 
whole route will be 
suitable for people with 
limited mobility. For these 
see Miles without Stiles 

 
1.1.1 CCC will make 
10 access 
improvements under 
PPI programme 
 
1.1.2 LDNPA will 
make 20 access 
improvements 
 
1.1.3 YDNPA to 
complete at least one 
barrier reduction 
project 

 
CCC - 10 
access 
improvements 
 
 
LDNPA – 20 
access 
improvements 
 
YDNPA to 
complete at 
least one 
barrier 
reduction 
project 

 
CCC - 10 
access 
improvements 
 
 
LDNPA – 20 
access 
improvements 
 
YDNPA to 
complete at 
least one 
barrier 
reduction 
project 

 
Small  

 
3, 4 

                                            
1 Where an activity applies to a specific part of Cumbria only, we have used orange, green and blue coloured text to show which area it is in. Orange text 
represents the Lake District National Park area, green text illustrates the Yorkshire Dales National Park area, and blue text shows projects in the Cumbria 
County Council area. Black text represents projects undertaken jointly by the CCA Partnership 



Action Partners 
(lead in bold) 

Work to be 
undertaken 

Targets (by end of 
year March 2011 

Year 2 (2011 
– 2012) 

Year 3 (2012 
– 2013) 

Resources/ 
issues 
• Small £0 – 

10k 
• Med £10 – 

50k 
• Large £50 

– 100k 
• V large 

£100k+ 

CROWIP 
Action Ref 
(1-32) 

 
2 Highways 
liaison 
projects 
 
Joint working 
with Cumbria 
Highways on 
those ROWIP 
projects that 
involve either 
within highway 
or adjacent to 
highway 
improvements  
 

 
2.1 CCC 
LDNPA YDNPA 

 
2.1 Work with CCC’s Area 
Highway Engineers to 
evaluate, develop and 
implement roadside 
projects 

 
2.1.1 Deliver two 
projects across 
Cumbria with 
Cumbria Highways 

 
Deliver two 
projects 
across 
Cumbria with 
Cumbria 
Highways 

 
Deliver two 
projects 
across 
Cumbria with 
Cumbria 
Highways 

 
Medium to 
large 
depending on 
project 

 
2, 11, 14, 22, 
27, 28 



Action Partners 
(lead in bold) 

Work to be 
undertaken 

Targets (by end of 
year March 2011 

Year 2 (2011 
– 2012) 

Year 3 (2012 
– 2013) 

Resources/ 
issues 
• Small £0 – 

10k 
• Med £10 – 

50k 
• Large £50 

– 100k 
• V large 

£100k+ 

CROWIP 
Action Ref 
(1-32) 

 
3 Information 
and 
interpretation 
 
Provide 
information on 
rights and 
responsibilities 
in the 
countryside 
(include rights 
of way, open 
access and 
wider access 
opportunities) 
 

 
3.1 CCAP 
Other partners 
could include 
Natural 
England,    
Cumbria 
Tourism, FLD, 
National Trust, 
Ramblers 
 

 
3.1 Identify shows and 
events best suited to 
countryside access and 
attend accordingly 

 
3.1.1 Agreed list of 
suitable countryside 
access shows and 
list number of shows 
attended 
 

 
Agreed list of 
suitable 
countryside 
access shows 
and list 
number of 
shows 
attended 
 

 
Agreed list of 
suitable 
countryside 
access shows 
and list 
number of 
shows 
attended 
 

 
Resource 
implication is 
small for cost 
but medium for 
staff time. 
 

 
5, 6 (but not 
necessarily 
carried 
through into 
actions) 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3.2.2 YDNPA 

HoTR users 
3.2 Updates to website 
content where appropriate 
 

 
3.2.1 Hierarchy of 
Trails Routes 
information is up-to-
date and accurate 
 
 
3.2.2 Trail Riding in 
the Yorkshire Dales 
leaflet and website is 
up-to-date and 
accurate 
 

 
Hierarchy of 
Trails Routes 
information is 
up-to-date and 
accurate 
 

 
Hierarchy of 
Trails Routes 
information is 
up-to-date and 
accurate 
 

 8, 19 



Action Partners 
(lead in bold) 

Work to be 
undertaken 

Targets (by end of 
year March 2011 

Year 2 (2011 
– 2012) 

Year 3 (2012 
– 2013) 

Resources/ 
issues 
• Small £0 – 

10k 
• Med £10 – 

50k 
• Large £50 

– 100k 
• V large 

£100k+ 

CROWIP 
Action Ref 
(1-32) 

 
  

3.3 North 
Pennines 
AONB 
CCC 
 

Horse-riders 
3.3 Provide information 
and maps on horse-riding 
routes (maps to include 
locations suitable for 
parking horse boxes) 
 

 
3.3.1 2010 – 11 target 
needed here  

 
3.3.1 2011 – 12 
target needed 
here 

 
3.3.1 2012 – 13 
target needed 
here 

 15, 16 

  
3.4 LDNPA/ 
CCC/ YDNPA 

Limited mobility 
3.4 Information on Miles 
without Stiles routes 

 
3.4.1 To make four 
routes audited in 
09/10 available on 
CCC website by 
March 2011 
 
 
3.4.2 Access for All 
booklet for Dent, 
Gasdale and 
Sedbergh on YDNPA 
website 
 
3.4.3 Full access 
audit on the YDNPA 
website to allow 
people to access 
information on 
gradients, barriers 
etc 

 
 

  20, 21 



Action Partners 
(lead in bold) 

Work to be 
undertaken 

Targets (by end of 
year March 2011 

Year 2 (2011 
– 2012) 

Year 3 (2012 
– 2013) 

Resources/ 
issues 
• Small £0 – 

10k 
• Med £10 – 

50k 
• Large £50 

– 100k 
• V large 

£100k+ 

CROWIP 
Action Ref 
(1-32) 

 
3.4.4 Provide 
updates and new 
routes on website 
and for booklet. 
Inform registered 
users of changes 
and additions t
MwS network. 
Investigate and 
evaluate voice tra
versions for the 

o the 

il 

isually impaired v
  

3.5 CCAP 

.6 LDNPA 

.7 YDNPA 
 

s 

e 
rers 

nd utility cyclists 

ith 

ke 
routes from hostels  

 up-to-
ate and accurate 

in 

ct 
g bid to 

DCAP 

HA 
‘activity hostels’ 

n is 
 and 

accurate 

rk maps 

or 

Whitehaven 

rk maps 

or 

Whitehaven 

Medium 12 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3
 
 
 
 
3

Cyclists 
3.5 Provide information 
and maps on cycle route
for families, mountain 
bikers (maps will includ
grading), cycle-tou
a
 
 
3.6 LDNPA to work w
YHA to develop and 
promote mountain bi

  
3.7 YDNPA to keep cycle 
website information
d

 
3.5.1 3.5.1 Five do 
a day rides in the 
Kent Valley to be 
produced by CCC, 
CT & SLDC subje
to fundin
A
 
3.6.1 Routes 
identified and 
promoted from Y

 
3.7.1 Informatio
up-to-date

 
Further urban 
netwo
to be 
considered f
Barrow and 
Workington/ 

 
Further urban 
netwo
to be 
considered f
Barrow and 
Workington/ 

  



Action Partners 
(lead in bold) 

Work to be 
undertaken 

Targets (by end of 
year March 2011 

Year 2 (2011 
– 2012) 

Year 3 (2012 
– 2013) 

Resources/ 
issues 
• Small £0 – 

10k 
• Med £10 – 

50k 
• Large £50 

– 100k 
• V large 

£100k+ 

CROWIP 
Action Ref 
(1-32) 

 
 

  

ity 
roviders 

.8.2 YDNPA 
 

enging, 
-cost 

ctivities) 

 

G and 
CA website 

rovide information 

   
26, 32 

 
3.8 CCAP
Cumbria 
Outdoors 
Outdoor activ
p
 
 
3

Young people 
3.8 Provide information 
and maps on activities 
aimed at young people, 
(for example chall
exciting, low
a
 

 
3.8.1 *Needs 
updating after 
demise of PT
C
 
 
 
3.8.2 Will work with 
GoDales website to 
p
 

 

 
4 Open Access 

of 
ccess 

land  

.1 CCC 

4.1.3 YDNPA 

l 

 

g to open access 
land 
 

r 

are 

f 

e 

o 

cture) 

 
load 

o 

cture) 

 
load 

tion is 
mall. 

 

3, 4, 5, 6 
land 
 
Identify 
strategic 
locations for 
infrastructure 
and 
interpretation 
open a

 
4
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
4.1 Subject to Access 
Management Grant 
Scheme funding, CCC wil
install and map 
appropriate infrastructure
and interpretation points 
relatin

 
4.1.1 To show Open 
Access signboard 
locations (and othe
infrastructure) on 
CCC website and 
ensure they 
available to 
download. 
 
4.1.2 Subject to 
funding develop pd
format leaflets for 
download on open 
access land – fiv
routes per year 
 

 
Maintain up t
date on-line 
catalogue of 
Open Access 
signboard 
locations (and 
other 
infrastru
on CCC 
website  
 
Subject to 
funding 
develop pdf 
format leaflets
for down

 
Maintain up t
date on-line 
catalogue of 
Open Access 
signboard 
locations (and 
other 
infrastru
on CCC 
website  
 
Subject to 
funding 
develop pdf 
format leaflets
for down

 
Resource 
implica
s
 
 
 

 



Action Partners 
(lead in bold) 

Work to be 
undertaken 

Targets (by end of 
year March 2011 

Year 2 (2011 
– 2012) 

Year 3 (2012 
– 2013) 

Resources/ 
issues 
• Small £0 – 

10k 
• Med £10 – 

50k 
• Large £50 

– 100k 
• V large 

£100k+ 

CROWIP 
Action Ref 
(1-32) 

4.1.3 We will
on the web 
information about al
gates and cross
points on ope

 publish 

l 
ing 

n 
access land. 

outes per 
ear 
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Action Ref 
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undertaken 
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undertaken 
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Work to be 
undertaken 

Targets (by end of 
year March 2011 

Year 2 (2011 
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Year 3 (2012 
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issues 
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Action Ref 
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undertaken 

Targets (by end of 
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undertaken 
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year March 2011 
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– 2012) 

Year 3 (2012 
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Action Ref 
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undertaken 
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ROWIP glossary 
 
 
AONB – Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty 
There are three AONBs covering parts of Cumbria: 
• The North Pennines AONB,  
• The Solway Coast AONB and  
• Arnside and Silverdale AONB.   
The National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act established the designation of precious and 
distinctive landscapes as either AONBs or National Parks, depending on differences in size, scale, 
and aims.  
 
 
AWAZ -  
Is the voice and social network of the Black Minority Ethnic community in Cumbria.  
http://www.ruraldiversity.net/awaz/ for further information.  
 
 
CCC – Cumbria County Council 
Is the Highway Authority for public rights of way, and is responsible for access land outside of the 
national parks.  http://www.cumbria.gov.uk/roads-transport/countrysideaccess/default.asp for 
further information.   
 
 
CLA – Country Land & Business Association 
The CLA is the organisation for land owners and rural businesses in England and Wales.  
http://www.cla.org.uk/ for more information.   
 
CTC – Cycle Touring Club 
Is a UK national cyclists’ organisation.  http://www.ctc.org.uk/desktopdefault.aspx?tabid=0 for more 
information.  
 
 
Cross Lakes Experience 
This project was part of the Integrated Access Demonstration Project in the Lake District National 
Park.  Its aim was to provide integrated travel alternatives, encourage sustainable transport and 
the use of ‘modal interchange’.  Integration of timetables and through-ticketing worked well, other 
lessons learned were about the value of a dedicated promoter, regular partnership meetings, and 
passenger monitoring.   
 
 
Cumbria Outdoors –  
Cumbria Outdoors provides the opportunity for young people of all ages in Cumbria to step out of 
their familiar environment with its routines, restrictions, and responsibilities and gives them many 
opportunities to experience new and exciting challenges.  http://www.cumbriaoutdoors.com/ for 
more information.   
 
 
FLD – Friends of the Lake District 
The Friends of the Lake District is a charity that works to protect and enhance the landscape of the 
Lake District and Cumbria and to promote its understanding and quiet enjoyment.   They currently 
have 7000 members and rely upon their support to help care for this outstandingly beautiful area of 
international importance.  http://www.fld.org.uk/ for more information.   
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FSC – Field Studies Council 
The Field Studies Council is an environmental education charity committed to helping people 
understand and be inspired by the natural world. Thousands of students every year experience the 
FSC through fieldwork and cross-curricular courses at our network of 17 centres across the UK.  
http://www.field-studies-council.org/ for more information.   
 
 
IMBA – International Mountain Biking Association 
The IMBA-UK supports mountain biking in the UK and Ireland, and defends public rights of way for 
mountain biking.  They work to keep trails and public access open by: 
• supporting volunteer trail work,  
• co-operating with user groups, land managers and public bodies and by 
• encouraging responsible riding.   
http://www.imba.org.uk/ for more information.   
 
 
LAF – Local Access Forum(s)  
LAFs are independent advisory bodies established under the Countryside and Rights of Way Act.  
Their membership (up to 22 members) comes from a broad representative of interests, such as 
land managers, user groups and nature conservation.  They champion the improvement of public 
access, while having due regard to the needs of land management and nature conservation.  
There are three Local Access Forums covering Cumbria: 
• The Cumbria Local Access Forum www.cumbrialaf.org.uk, 
• The Lake District Local Access Forum www.lake-

district.gov.uk/index/living_in/local_access_forum.htm, and 
• The Yorkshire Dales Local Access Forum www.yorkshiredales.org.uk/local_access_forum   
 
 
 
LARA – Land Access and Recreation Association 
The Motoring Organisations' Land Access and Recreation Association is an umbrella organisation 
that brings together the leading national associations in motor sport and recreation.  LARA 
promotes and advocates responsible and sustainable motor sport and recreation, and offers advice 
and training on all aspects of land use.  http://www.laragb.org/ for more information.  
 
 
LDNPA – Lake District National Park Authority 
Is one of the main partners in this ROWIP and countryside access development work.  The LDNPA 
manages local public rights of way in their area through an agency agreement, and is responsible 
for open access land in their area.   
 
 
Miles without Stiles 
This is the name given to the barrier-free routes in the Lake District National Park area.  Since 
1996, the LDNPA has promoted twenty-one routes for people with limited mobility in a booklet and, 
since 2002, on their website2 .  Cumbria County Council is planning to adopt the same scheme.   
 
 
Natural England –  
Natural England was formed in October 2006 following a merger of the Countryside Agency, the 
Rural Development Service and English Nature.  Natural England is committed to conserving and 

                                            
2 For more information visit http://www.lake-district.gov.uk/index/enjoying/miles_without_stiles.htm
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enhancing the natural environment.  In terms of Countryside Access, they are the access delivery 
body for government in the regions.  http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/ for more information.   
 
 
NFU – National Farmer’s Union 
The NFU champions British Farming and provides professional representation and services to over 
60,000 Farmer and Grower members.  http://www.nfuonline.com/ for more information.   
 
 
NYMNPA – North Yorkshire Moors National Park Authority 
 
 
PROW – Public Rights of Way 
Cumbria has one of the longest networks of public rights of way in England and Wales – almost 
7500 km.  There are four classes of rights of way: 
• Footpath (open to walkers),  
• Bridleway (open to walkers, horse-riders and cyclists),  
• Restricted Byways3 and  
• Byway (Open to all Traffic).   
 
 
ROWIP – Rights of Way Improvement Plan (ROWIP) 
This is the annual action plan as part of Cumbria’s ROWIP.  Highway Authorities have a duty under 
the Countryside and Rights of Way Act to publish a Rights of Way Improvement Plan by November 
2007.  The Cumbria ROWIP, produced in partnership with the Yorkshire Dales and the Lake 
District National Park Authorities, and with the full involvement of the Local Access Forums for 
each of these areas, was launched in July 2007.   
 
 
Stakeholders –  
Stakeholders are any organisation or individual that has an interest in the outcome of a project or 
decision, or who is affected by a project or decision.   
 
 
TRF – Trail Rides Fellowship -  
Trail Riding is the recreational use of Green Roads by motorcycle.  The Trail Riders Fellowship is 
the UK's largest organisation for Trail Riding.  Their aim is to conserve our heritage of Green 
Roads for everyone to enjoy.  They promote responsible use through a code of conduct.  
http://www.trf.org.uk/ for more information.   
 
 
Under-Represented Groups -  
Natural England have been investigating what can be done to support the participation in outdoor 
recreation of four under represented groups of people in countryside access.  The review itself was 
a commitment in DEFRA’s Rural White Paper in 2000.  The action plan is called ‘Outdoors for All?’  
Further information is available at www.countryside.gov.uk/LAR/Recreation/DR/index.asp .  The 
four ‘under represented groups’ identified  are:  
• Disabled people, 
• Black and minority people, 
• People who live in inner-city areas and 
                                            
3 Introduced by the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 and the Natural Environment and Rural 
Communities Act 2006.  There are currently no ‘Restricted Byways’ in Cumbria, because all the ‘Roads Used 
as a Public Path’ had already been reclassified, although it is possible to create new Restricted Byways in 
due course.  
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• Young people.  
 
YDNPA – Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
Is one of the main partners in this ROWIP and countryside access development work.  The 
YDNPA manages local public rights of way in their area through an agency agreement, and is 
responsible for open access land in their area.  There are 3 parishes (Sedbergh, Dent, Garsdale) 
of Cumbria which are inside the YDNPA.   
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Cumbria Rights of Way Improvement Plan  
 
Annual Action Plan (April 2010 – March 2011) and Years 2 and 3 indicative work 
programme – guidance notes 
 
 
This set of guidance notes is designed to explain the changes made between the 2009–10 
and the 2010–11 annual action plans.  
 
General 
The two previous annual action plans were structured according to the Statement of Action in 
the full ROWIP, with 32 actions in alphabetical order of the main beneficiary (or user).  This led 
to each action plan being over 50 pages in length with much duplication.  For example there 
were actions for all users to provide information and interpretation but there were also similar 
actions for individual users.  We have tried to bring all the information and interpretation 
actions under one heading.  Similarly there was a lot of information on guided walks, health 
walks, cycle rides etc. which we felt could be better grouped under a general outreach 
heading.  
 
The review of the Partnership and the revisions to its structure has also been a catalyst for 
change.  Previously actions were allocated to the three different task groups.  The Promotion 
Task Group has been dissolved and the Maintenance Task Group is (we think) to focus on the 
more statutory functions of the three authorities.  So it will be the role of the Improvement Task 
Group to deliver ROWIP projects. 
 
The writing of the ROWIP and the annual action plans has been a new piece of work for all of 
us and it is an evolving process.  The previous two action plans included all 32 actions, 
probably because we felt we should be seen to include them, rather than what was possible 
given time and resources.  
 
Fingerposts 
This has been removed from the Plan as it was a Maintenance Task Group allocation.  
Although adding destination and distance to signs is an additional piece of work, replacing 
signposts at junction with the metalled road is a statutory function and this data is collected by 
the relevant authorities.  This can therefore be reported back to the Partnership without having 
to be in the action plan. 
 
Barrier reduction 
This is the new heading for a combination of access improvements/ structures and access 
improvements/ surfacing from the previous annual action plans which contained much 
unnecessary duplication. 
 
Quiet Lanes 
The implementation of Quiet Lanes (as they are statutorily defined) is being dropped by 
Cumbria County Council so they have been removed from the Annual Action Plan.  This is not 
to say we do not want to achieve quiet lanes by other means such as traffic regulation orders.  
It has been replaced by ‘highways liaison projects’.  This title reflects those projects that have 
an interface with the tarmac road and include providing within highway pavements or ‘off-road’ 
sections for safety reasons or to fill in missing links.  We are working with Cumbria Highways 
to get these projects on the Highways Candidate List and to have them scored by the LTP 
scoring system. 
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Information and Interpretation 
This action now contains generic improvements that will benefit all users as well as those that 
are specific to individual users.  It refers to all types of media – written and electronic. 
 
Open Access Land 
Improvement work on open access land previously sat under information and interpretation but 
it was felt that this did not sufficiently cover the breadth of work being undertaken, for example 
monitoring and access furniture installation. 
 
Promotion of public transport 
This stays pretty much the same although the reference to bike racks on the Ambleside to 
Coniston 505 bus has been removed and the Kirkby Stephen town to rail link has been moved 
to cycleway projects. 
 
Cycle tourism hubs 
This has stayed the same – it needs input from Mark Brierley. 
 
Cycleway projects 
This is an amalgamation of strategic cycle network and family friendly cycle routes.  They are 
all long term projects that will continue for the life of the three year work programme, with the 
exception of Thirlmere, which will hopefully be complete by 2011. 
 
Bridleway projects 
This is the new name for bridleway links and is designed to reflect the broader scope and 
strategic development of the bridleway network.  Regardless of the strategic work, we will try 
to implement all bridleway projects we have started work on. 
 
Outreach 
This is a new heading that encompasses all the previous actions on guided walks, guided 
cycle rides, health walks etc. that were designed to reach under-represented groups.  It also 
includes the short circular walks from settlements that was previously an action in its own right 
and led by the Rambler’s Association.  It is included here because of the obvious and potential 
links with the walking the way to health initiatives. 
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Item No. 12 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8 January 2010 
 
 
 
Dear Yorkshire Dales Access Forum 
 
Consultation under section 4 of the National Park Authorities’ Traffic Orders 
(Procedure) (England) Regulations 2007 on a possible Traffic Regulation Order to 
manage recreational motor vehicular use on Gorbeck Road  
 
In June 2008 the Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority (YDNPA) made a permanent 
Traffic Regulation Order on Gorbeck Road.  However this order was successfully 
challenged in the High Court. The Court was not satisfied that YDNPA had considered 
properly s122 of the Road Traffic Regulation Act (RTRA) 1984 when making the order.   
 
S122 of the RTRA 1984 imposes a duty on an authority (so far as practicable having 
regard to specified matters) to secure the expeditious, convenient and safe movement of 
vehicular and other traffic (including pedestrians) and the provision of suitable and 
adequate parking facilities on and off the highway.   
 
Following the Court’s decision the Traffic Regulation Order on Gorbeck Road was 
removed in June 2009.  This judgment did not consider whether a traffic regulation order 
was an appropriate management tool for this route, it simply looked at whether it had been 
correctly made. 
 
This outcome means that the Authority must look afresh at the management of this route.  
To this end the route assessment report for Gorbeck Road has been updated and has 
been considered by the Yorkshire Dales Green Lanes Advisory Group (YDGLAG) at its 
meeting on 26 November 2009.  The YDGLAG is made up of representatives of the local 
community, users (including local recreational motor vehicle users) and county councils.  
Their advice to the Authority is: 
 

• A restriction on recreational motor vehicles is necessary; 
• There was no consensus as to whether this restriction should be seasonal for the 

winter period only, or full time all year round; 



• There was also no consensus on whether the restriction should be permanent or for 
a limited period of two years. 

 
In the light of this advice the Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority seeks the views of 
the Yorkshire Dales Access Forum on the possibility of the Authority making some form 
of traffic regulation order on Gorbeck Road (from grid ref SD 830 652 to SD 887 648) to 
restrict use of this route by recreational mechanically propelled vehicles.   
 
Please send your organisations views, in writing or by email, on the proposal to Mark 
Allum at the address below, or email mark.allum@yorkshiredales.org.uk by the 28 
February 2010.   
 
In giving views on a possible TRO, please state: 

• Your name and/or organisation;  
• whether you think use of this route by recreational motor vehicles should be, or 

should not be, restricted in anyway;  
• if you believe use should be restricted state the type, extent and duration of any 

restriction;  
• any evidence to support this view. 

 
Before any decision is taken on the form of a traffic regulation order or whether to proceed 
with the making of a traffic regulation order, the consultation responses will be considered 
by the Authority’s Access Committee.  In reaching a decision the Authority will also 
consider the duty imposed by s122 of RTRA 1984. 
 
The meeting of the Access Committee which will consider whether to proceed with a traffic 
regulation order is scheduled to take place on 8 April 2010.  If the Authority does decide to 
proceed with the making of a traffic regulation order, you will receive formal notification of 
the type, extent, and duration of the proposed Order to be made, and will be given a 
further period of not less than 21 days to respond with your views, in relation to this 
specific proposal, before any final decision is taken. 
 
The Authority will be guided, in its decision, by its policy framework document and the 
relevant Government guidance.  ‘The management of the use of unsealed routes (green 
lanes) in the Yorkshire Dales National Park’ - the Authority’s framework document is 
available on our website (see www.yorkshiredales.org.uk/10aug06_access_green_lanes-
2.pdf).  In addition the Access Committee paper to the October 2007 Access Committee 
(see www.yorkshiredales.org.uk/access25oct07troregs.pdf) gives further background 
information on the TRO decision making process in the National Park.  
 
If you would like any further information please feel free to contact me.  I look forward to 
hearing from you. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
Mark Allum 
Access Projects Officer 
01756 751626 

mailto:mark.allum@yorkshiredales.org.uk
http://www.yorkshiredales.org.uk/10aug06_access_green_lanes-2.pdf
http://www.yorkshiredales.org.uk/10aug06_access_green_lanes-2.pdf
http://www.yorkshiredales.org.uk/access25oct07troregs.pdf
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About this report 
 
1. The purpose of this report, to the Yorkshire Dales Green Lanes Advisory Group 
(YDGLAG), is to present detailed information that has been compiled for Gorbeck Road, 
and to provide an assessment of the impact of the use of recreational motor vehicles on 
that route.   It also gives information on the history of the management of motor vehicular 
access on this route. 
 
2. The information has been compiled from YDNPA sources, and various organisations 
and individuals as part of the information gathering process. This report is effectively an 
update of the 2007 report which was originally presented to the YDGLAG in May 2007.   
 
3. The structure of this update report is as previously: 
 

• The first section provides background information about the route including recent 
management history 

 
• The second section provides a detailed sensitivity assessment of the route which 

includes information on: 
 

o Ecological sensitivity (unchanged from the 2007 report) 
o Archaeological sensitivity (unchanged from the 2007 report) 
o Landscape character (unchanged from the 2007 report) 
o Visual character (updated) 
o Condition and durability of the route surface (updated) 
o Levels of use (updated) 
o Importance of the route as part of the rights of way network (updated) 
o Effects of the current levels of recreational use on others (updated) 

 
• The third section provides a summary of what the route has to offer in a national 

park context (unchanged from the 2007 report).  
 

• The fourth section is an assessment of the impact of motor vehicular use on the 
route (updated). 

 
• The final section gives brief details of the management options considered for this 

route through a number of consultations. It also outlines the relevant aspects of the 
High Court judgement in the case of LARA and individuals against the YDNPA.   
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Background 
 
4. Gorbeck Road runs for 6.7km from Langscar Gate close to Malham Tarn through to 
above Langcliffe village.  Gorbeck Road does not pass any habitation along its length.  
(See access map in Appendix 4). 
 
 
Current right of way status 
 
5. The route, which was confirmed as a Byway Open to All Traffic (BOAT) in September 
2006, is in the Parishes of Langcliffe and Malhamdale (YDNPA/county council reference 
number U8040, 148/20, 155/31, 154/32) and has proven public motor vehicular rights.  It is 
also an unsurfaced unclassified road. 
 
 
Likely origins of the route 
 
6. Possibly mediaeval this road was described in the 18th century as a public road 
between Settle and Malham, and at the time it formed part of Thomas Lister’s Malham 
estate.  During the 19th century it was accepted as a public carriage road and became a 
byway open to all traffic in 2006. 
 
 
The findings of the sensitivity assessment 
 
7. The Report - Findings of the sensitivity assessment process, November 2006 
provisionally assessed Gorbeck Road as being sensitive to recreational motor vehicle use 
on the basis of the impact on the tranquillity of the area.  This was a ‘desktop’ assessment 
looking at relatively few criteria. 
 
 
Background to the recent management of Gorbeck Road 
 
8. Gorbeck Road has a complex recent history with regard to its management which will 
need to be borne in mind when interpreting the user information presented in this report.  
 
The key dates in the last few years are: 
 
January to June 
2005 

Major repair works undertaken as part of the Pennine Bridleway 
project. The route was closed to motor vehicles by a temporary traffic 
regulation order (TRO) during this period. 
 

April 2006 Additional works carried out at Langcliffe enclosure 
 

September 2006  Gorbeck Road is confirmed as a BOAT 
 

May 2007 Report taken to YDGLAG 
 

November 2007 Consultation under Regulation 4 on a possible TRO (statutory 
consultees) 
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February 2008 Consultation under Regulation 5 on a notice to make a TRO (public 
consultation) 
 

April 2008 Report to Access Committee on the result of the consultation 
 

June 2008 Permanent TRO made and route closed to recreational motor vehicles 
 

June 2009 High Court quashes the TRO and route open to recreational motor 
vehicles 
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Sensitivity Assessment of the route 
 
Ecological sensitivity  
 

 Natural England Information 
9. Gorbeck Road runs adjacent to the Langcliffe Scar and Jubillee, Albert and Victoria 
Caves SSSI, as the route approaches the Langcliffe road end.  However, at this location 
the track is well surfaced and there is a wall between the track and the SSSI.  Therefore, it 
was felt that consulting Natural England was unnecessary as any impact of the SSSI was 
extremely unlikely.  A copy of the SSSI citation is in Appendix 5. 
 

 YDNPA Information 
10. Comments have been received from the YDNPA Wildlife Conservation Team.  In terms 
of habitats of ecological importance, from east to west, the Phase 1 vegetation survey 
shows that the route crosses neutral and acid grassland, with scattered base-rich flushes 
between SD888648 and SD875651. Base-rich flushes otherwise known as alkaline fens or 
small base-rich wetlands, are the subject of a Local Biodiversity Habitat Action Plan. They 
are vulnerable habitats that could be damaged if motor vehicles strayed from the route. 
 
11.  The route then goes immediately adjacent to a small area of Limestone Pavement at 
SD873652. Limestone Pavement is the subject of a local and national Biodiversity Habitat 
Action Plan. The route then crosses or runs immediately adjacent to bog habitats with 
Sphagnum mosses and Cottongrass between SD871654 and SD862657. This is 
vulnerable to damage from motor vehicles if they stray from the route. Finally, for half a 
kilometre from SD838656 (travelling east to west), the route again crosses neutral and 
acid grassland with scattered base-rich flushes to the south and east and some calcareous 
grassland to the north and west. Calcareous grassland is also the subject of a local and 
national Biodiversity Habitat Action Plan but is more resilient than some other habitats, 
such as flushes, to damage by motor vehicles. 
 
12. In terms of species of ecological importance, from east to west the moorland bird 
survey recorded good numbers of ground nesting birds along the route including lapwing, 
curlew and snipe. Their nests are vulnerable to damage and disturbance if motor vehicles 
stray from the route. 
 
 
Archaeological sensitivity 
 

 YDNPA Information 
 
13. Below is a summary of the significance of adjacent historic features and potential 
vulnerabilities and management issues related to the use of this route.  
 
14. The known archaeology along the route is concentrated at either end of the BOAT. 
Towards its western end, the route comes within 50 metres of Jubilee Cave, a Scheduled 
Ancient Monument. The cave has several management issues, and may have some 
degree of vulnerability to damage from motorbikes where they diverge from the route, 
although probably not from four wheel drive vehicles. A second Scheduled Ancient 
Monument, a settlement north-west of Lang Scar, is located just over 50m from the route, 
at its western end but this is unlikely to be affected by motor vehicles, unless they stray a 
long way from the track.  
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15. At the eastern end of the bridleway there are a series of mining remains, including 
possible shallow shafts and lead processing remains. These were identified as part of the 
Yorkshire Dales Mapping Project from aerial photographs, they will not have been 
surveyed on the ground and their true extent is not known. Also mapped from the project is 
a series of enclosures and field banks presumed to be from the prehistoric, and medieval 
periods, respectively. These, like the mine shafts, take the form of pronounced earthworks 
which could be attractive for recreational use and are likely to be at an increased risk of 
erosion.  
 
16. There is already evidence of some damage to historic features along the route, the 
‘wall or culvert’ which was surveyed as part of the Pennine Bridleway (PBW) 
archaeological walk over survey, (undertaken as a baseline survey before the PBW was 
implemented), is showing damage through vehicle erosion.  
 
17. As well as those sites marked on the Historic Environment Record (HER) there is also 
evidence for a series of hollow ways which cross the route just below Jubilee Cave 
(SD837655) which may be at risk of erosion with increased use of the route.  
 
18. There is a large area of the route for which there is no HER data, this maybe in part 
due to the underlying geology, and  further survey would be the only way of determining 
the presence of archaeology, and its vulnerability, in these areas. 
 
 
Landscape Character 
 
19. The Yorkshire Dales Landscape Character Assessment identifies the eastern and 
western parts of the route as falling within LCA 39: Limestone Moors.  However the central 
part of the route section is part of LCA 37: Three Peaks and Central Moors and Fells. 
 
20. The differences in character can be very clearly seen on the ground, the eastern and 
western parts of the route crossing bright green, angular landscapes of the limestone 
moor; whereas the central section of the route lies on more muted, rounded, acid 
grassland and blanket bog.  The characteristics of the two areas are given in Appendix 1. 
 
 
Visual Character  
 
21. Gorbeck Road crosses an open grassland and moorland landscape with large drystone 
wall enclosures. The route climbs gently up from Langscar Gate, traversing an open 
grassy hillside with limestone outcrops that rise to form a limestone ridge north of the 
route. Crossing a low col, the route then descends into an open, undulating moorland 
valley, enclosed to the north by the rounded top of Black Hill and to the south by Langcliffe 
Scar. Further west, this landscape levels out in the area known as Langcliffe Enclosure, 
and long views open up northwards and eastwards to the Three Peaks. On reaching the 
limestone scar near Jubilee Cave, the route descends fairly steeply to Clay Pits Plantation 
and the road above Langcliffe, overlooked by the prominent tops of Attermire Scar and 
Warrendale Knotts to the south. 
 
22. This moorland route has a very diverse visual character, reflecting the variations in the 
underlying geology and land cover. Much of the route has panoramic views. Travelling 
westwards, these include high level views over Malham Tarn to the north, and more 
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distant views of Pen-y-ghent, Fountain’s Fell and Ingleborough to the north and west. 
Going eastward, views focus in turn on Warrendale Knotts, Attermire Scar, Jubilee Cave, 
Pen-y-ghent and then on Ing Scar and Malham Ings as the route descends towards 
Langscar Gate. 
 
23. The route itself is seen initially from the east as a mainly grassy path on limestone 
bedrock in the Langscar section, with two vehicle ruts often marking out the route 
throughout this section. Just beyond the junction with Stockdale Lane, it becomes a gravel 
path that winds its way down the moorland valley. This new surface continues as far west 
as Langcliffe Enclosure, where there is again two vehicle ruts on a soft soil substrate 
marking out the route before a further short section of new grass gravel surfacing. Finally, 
the route joins an existing stone and tarmac track that descends from Jubilee Cave to the 
road. 
 
24. The route is widely visible from surrounding areas of upland and moor, including the hill 
slopes to the south and isolated areas of high ground to the north. From these areas of 
high ground the central section, with its gravelled surface, is visible at distances of less 
than one kilometre. It is also theoretically visible from longer distances to the north, from 
the minor roads that connect Malham Tarn and Langcliffe. In practice it is barely visible in 
these longer views, partly because it is enclosed in this section by a wall to the north. 
 
 
Condition and durability of the route surface 
 

 Findings of the YDNPA condition survey September 2009 
25. A condition survey of Gorbeck road was carried out in September 2009 on an overcast 
day.  The survey was conducted from Langscar Gate, in the east, through to the western 
end where the tarmac road to Langcliffe is joined.  A copy of the condition survey summary 
sheet is contained in Appendix 2, together with a series of photographs taken at 400m 
intervals. 
 
26. The route climbs steadily away from Langscar Gate, although not at a steep gradient.  
Here the surface is grass and natural rock with a few minor areas where infill aggregate 
has been added.  Vehicle ruts are obvious along much of this section, but in a number of 
locations are especially noticeable usually where the route runs through small 
depressions.  The areas of more significant ruts are found at 170m, 530m and 730m from 
the Langscar gate, with ruts being up to 30cm deep.   The Pennine Bridleway route then 
joins Gorbeck Road.  To the west of here there are sections of rutting around 860m, 
1080m and 1163m from Langscar Gate with ruts up to 40cm deep.  The cause of these 
areas, based on the width of ruts, is primarily 4x4 type vehicles. 
 
27. At 1200m, there is a short section of improved track where the route climbs a short 
section of steeper ground.  The main section of repaired track begins after the first gate 
where the route runs through areas of soft vegetation and peat.  This repaired track is in 
good condition with little standing water, and no areas where ruts are forming. 
 
28. Where the route changes back to being over a limestone substrate, repair works have 
been carried out in this area, but with the aim of trying to restore a more natural ‘grassy’ 
surface.  This section is in good condition in September 2009. 
 
29. Continuing west, an improved stone track is then, once again, reached which continues 
downhill past Jubilee Cave.  This section is in good condition. 
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 Comparisons with previous YDNPA surveys 

30.  There have been a series of condition surveys carried out on Gorbeck Road over the 
years, dating back to the 1988 survey. However, the most directly comparable surveys are 
those from 2007 onwards which have been undertaken in the same manner, and compare 
the route condition following the extensive repair works that were carried out.  Appendix 3 
presents a series of photos and a number of key points for up to four surveys.  The 
clearest aspect of the comparisons is that the route surface condition was poorest in the 
February 2008 survey.  There was a noticeable improvement in surface condition by the 
March 2009 survey when the TRO had been in place for 9 months.  The final survey took 
place in September 2009, three months after the TRO had been removed. Care needs to 
be taken when comparing with this final survey as it is a different time of year.  However, 
no significant deterioration in surface condition would appear to have occurred at the time 
of this condition survey. 
 

 Maintenance and engineering works 
31. Major restoration work was undertaken on Gorbeck Road, initially in January to June 
2005, with further work at Langcliffe Enclosure in April 2006. The aim of the project was to 
sympathetically create a new grass/gravel track, including improving drainage 
infrastructure along the line of the existing route, and to make the track once again suitable 
and safe for users while at the same time protecting the open moorland and areas of 
sphagnum bog adjacent to the route. 
 
 
Levels of Use 
 

 Data from YDNPA vehicle loggers 
32. The graph below shows the levels of motor vehicle use recorded on Gorbeck Road in 
the period January 2008 to September 2009.  The logger is located towards the Langcliffe 
end of the route. 
 

Gorbeck Road_total vehicle flow by month
(1 Jan 2008 - 30 Sep 2009)
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33. Looking at motorcycle usage the effect of the placing of the TRO can clearly be seen 
with use declining dramatically. Since the lifting of the TRO use has increased again, but 
not to the levels of prior to June 2008.   
 
34. For 4x4 use the situation is more complex as there is both recreational and agricultural 
use.  The differences are clearer if the days of the week analysis is considered, but there 
is clear agricultural use associated with winter feeding activity in January, February and 
March 2009. It also needs to be remembered that the agricultural use is by vehicles doing 
out and back trips, rather than going all the way along the route, and so each agricultural 
vehicle is recorded twice.  It should also be noted that the vehicle logger is located at the 
Langcliffe end of the route which has higher levels of agricultural activity. 
 
35. Average levels of motor vehicle usage prior to the commencement of the TRO were a 
total number of motor vehicles of 109 per month, which comprised 39 4x4 type vehicles, 
64 motorcycles and 5 unspecified motor vehicles.  During the period covered by the TRO 
the average number of motor vehicles dropped to 57 per month, which included 37 4x4 
type vehicles, 7 motorcycles and 13 unspecified motor vehicles. For the three months 
following the lifting of the TRO the total number of motor vehicles per month has increased 
to 122, which consists of 68 4x4 type vehicles, 41 motorcycles and 13 unspecified motor 
vehicles. 
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36. The period whilst there was a TRO on the route allows an accurate base of agricultural 
use to be established, and hence an accurate picture of the use of the route by 
recreational motor vehicles. There is clear recreational use by both motorcycles and 4x4s 
which is between 54% and 60% of the total motor vehicle use for the periods when the 
route was open to all vehicles. The use of the route by recreational 4x4s would appear to 
be higher during the final recording period than prior to the TRO being made, and 
accounts for 45% of the total 4x4 use.  Whether this is sustained over a longer time period, 
or a short term reaction to the lifting of the TRO, is unclear at the moment. 
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 Data from YDNPA balance of use surveys 
37. There are records from 104 balance of use surveys which have been conducted on 
Gorbeck Road between January 2003 and October 2009.  The results are presented 
below and have been divided into a number of distinct time periods.  The first is from 2003 
through to the end of the major repairs and the opening of the Settle Loop.  The second 
period runs from this time through to September 2006 when Gorbeck Road was confirmed 
as a BOAT.  The third period is whilst the route was open to motor vehicles which ends in 
June 2008 when a traffic regulation order commenced, and this remained in place to June 
2009.  The final period is from June 2009 through to October 2009 when once again the 
route was open to recreational motor vehicles. 
 
Results for Gorbeck Road 2003 – July 2005 when Settle Loop opens (14 surveys) 
Walkers Cyclists Horse 

riders 
Recreational 
4x4 

Recreational 
motorcycles 

Tractors Agricultural quads 
and 4x4 

186 23 5 1 77 0 7 
62% 8% 2% <1% 26% 0 2% 
Results for Gorbeck Road July 2005 – Sept 2006 confirmed as BOAT (19 surveys) 
Walkers Cyclists Horse 

riders 
Recreational 
4x4 

Recreational 
motorcycles 

Tractors Agricultural quads 
and 4x4 

427 72 21 0 34 0 2 
77% 13% 4% 0% 6% 0% <1% 
Results for Gorbeck Road Sept 2006 – June 2008 (33 surveys) 
Walkers Cyclists Horse 

riders 
Recreational 
4x4 

Recreational 
motorcycles 

Tractors Agricultural quads 
and 4x4 

455 105 15 16 31 0 6 
72% 17% 2% 3% 5% 0% 1% 
Results for Gorbeck Road June 2008 – June 2009 TRO in place (25 surveys) 
Walkers Cyclists Horse 

riders 
Recreational 
4x4 

Recreational 
motorcycles 

Tractors Agricultural quads 
and 4x4 

503 104 2 0 2 1 2 
82% 17% <1% 0% <1% <1% <1% 
Results for Gorbeck Road June 2009 – Oct 2009 Route open to RMVs (12 surveys) 
Walkers Cyclists Horse 

riders 
Recreational 
4x4 

Recreational 
motorcycles 

Tractors Agricultural quads 
and 4x4 

183 20 1 4 1 2 4 
85% 9% <1% 2% <1% 1% 2% 
 
38. As can be seen above, the percentage of walkers and cyclists has increased following 
the repair works and the opening and promotion of the Settle Loop as part of the Pennine 
Bridleway National Trail.  The percentage of motorbike users has declined from 26% prior 
to the repair works to 6% or less in all the other periods.  Recreational 4x4 use has 
increased since the confirming of Gorbeck Road as a BOAT, except when the TRO was in 
place when it was not used.  The percentage use by horse riders has been variable 
although with the smaller numbers involved fluctuations in figures are more likely to be 
observed.  Levels of agricultural use have been consistently low over all the monitoring 
periods. 
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The importance of the route as part of the rights of way network 
 

 Views of the YDNPA Access officers 
39. In recreational terms, Gorbeck Road and the surrounding area offers large tracts of 
relatively remote, tranquil and wild upland landscape. All of the land on both sides of the 
route is open access land (except one short section where it is open access land on one 
side only).  For walkers there are footpath connections to Victoria Cave and Attermire 
Scars as well as to Malham.  Additionally there are connecting bridleway routes including 
Stockdale Lane and Dean Moor, which give access to a wide network of interconnected 
routes such as Mastiles Lane, Arncliffe Cote and around Malham Tarn. 
 
40. The nearest connecting routes for recreational motor vehicle users and carriage drivers 
are Goatscar Lane, above Stainforth, and Long Lane between Helwith Bridge and Dale 
Head farm. 
 
41. Gorbeck Road forms part of the waymarked Settle Loop of the Pennine Bridleway and 
is very popular, especially with walkers and cyclists. 
 
42. Overall, recreation includes moderate to strenuous walking, cycling and horse riding as 
well as other activities such as trail biking, 4x4 use and carriage driving. There are a 
number of connecting footpath and bridleway routes, including routes to Malham, Malham 
Tarn and Stockdale Lane. 
 
 
The effect of current levels of recreational use on others 
 

 Records from the YDNPA Sightings and complaints register 
43. There are 29 records contained in the YDNPA recreational motor vehicles Sightings 
and Complaints Register, for the period 1999 to present, which include 18 sighting records 
and 11 complaint records.  For the period from September 2006 to present (after the route 
had been confirmed as a BOAT) four complaints and two sightings are recorded on the 
Register. 
 
 
Any changes in the use by motor vehicles or other users, in recent years 
 

 Records from the YDNPA 
44. Establishing long-term trends for recreational use on Gorbeck Road is difficult because 
of a number of strong influencing factors.  Between December 2004 and August 2005 a 
temporary Traffic Regulation Order to restrict all vehicles was in place on Gorbeck Road 
between Langscar Gate and Langcliffe, whilst work was carried out on the Pennine 
Bridleway section.  A second order was in place for the Langcliffe enclosure works for April 
to October 2006, although this was lifted early - in July 2006, Gorbeck Road was then 
confirmed as a BOAT later that year.  Then the permanent TRO was in place between 
June 2008 and June 2009. 
 
45. Evidence from balance of use surveys would indicate that the percentage use by 
walkers and cyclists have increased since the opening of the Settle Loop, while use by 
motorcyclists has declined even though the route was confirmed as a BOAT in 2006.  Use 
by recreational 4x4s shows an increase after the route was repaired and confirmed as a 
BOAT. 
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Summary of what the route has to offer in a national park context 
 
46. This section of the report summarises the ways in which the route’s specific area, 
meets natural beauty and recreation tests associated with the areas’ designation as a 
National Park1. 
 
47. To this end it is helpful to summarise, below, how the ecological, archaeological, 
landscape and visual character of the route, established in the previous section, contribute 
to the ‘natural beauty’ of the route. Then to identify how these ‘special qualities’ contribute 
to the opportunities for the public to enjoy open-air recreation and the amenities of the 
area.  Particularly, in the context of a National Park, how they contribute to the ‘markedly 
superior recreational experience’ - associated with designation.   
 
Natural beauty 
 
48. Landscape quality ie condition, that is the intactness of the landscape, the 
condition of its features, its state of repair, and the absence of man-made or 
incongruous elements.  For this route the relevant aspects are: 

• Landscape elements and features generally in good condition; 
• Landscape very unspoilt - no notable incongruous features in vicinity of route; 
• Very localised issues of wall condition and small coniferous plantations not in 

keeping with open character. 
 
49. Scenic quality ie appeal to the visual senses, for example due to important views, 
visual interest and variety, contrasting landscape patterns, and dramatic topography 
or scale .  For this route the relevant aspects are: 

• Panoramic views along much of the route – Malham Tarn and Three Peaks.  
Strong contrast between limestone and acid moorland landscapes; 

• Very dramatic limestone scars, shake holes, cliffs and caves; 
• Visually striking and memorable limestone landform of Attermire Scar and 

Warrendale Knotts. 
 
50. Relative wildness ie the presence of wild (or relatively wild) character in the 
landscape due to remoteness, lack of human influence, or evidence of the passing of 
time and a return to nature .  For this route the relevant aspects are; 

• Strong sense of emptiness, remoteness and wildness; 
• Impression of wildness reinforced by open character, long views, and presence 

of cliffs and caves with prehistoric remains (see below). 
 
51. Tranquillity ie freedom from disturbance and presence in the landscape of factors 
such as openness, perceived naturalness, rivers, peace and quiet .  For this route the 
relevant aspects are: 

• Whole route section is a tranquil area in YDNPA terms; 
• Factors that contribute to tranquillity are strongly represented; 
• Only detractor from tranquillity (other than motor vehicle use of the route) is 

view to minor roads to the north, but this is quiet and its influence is very 
limited. 

                                                 
1  For further information see Julie Martin Associates (2007) Pennine Bridleway: Assessment of the 
Landscape and visual impacts of construction and ongoing recreational use – Final Report to the Yorkshire 
Dales National Park Authority. 
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52. Natural heritage features ie habitats, wildlife and features of geological or 
geomorphological interest that may contribute strongly to the naturalness of a 
landscape .  For this route the relevant aspects are: 

• Limestone Pavement Orders at eastern and western ends of route section; 
• Areas of wet modified bog in the middle; 
• Many shakeholes; 
• Winskill Stones Plant life Reserve (limestone grassland and pavement) and 

Langcliffe Scars and Jubilee.  Albert and Victoria Caves SSSI to north and 
south of western section of route; 

• Caves known for fossiliferous deposits of hyena, lion, elephant, hippopotamus 
bones; 

• Lapwing and curlew nesting grounds in this area. 
 
53. Cultural heritage features ie archaeological, historical and architectural 
characteristics or features that may contribute to the perceived beauty of the 
landscape .  For this route the relevant aspects are: 

• Jubilee Cave used for human shelter/ habitation from Upper Palaeolithic until 
Romano-British ie 40,000BC to AD410. 

 
54. Associations ie connections with particular people, artists, writers, or events in 
history that may contribute to perceptions of beauty in a landscape or facilitate 
understanding and enjoyment.  For this route the relevant aspects are: 

• Wainwright’s Walks in Limestone Country includes part of the route in Walk 30 
to Attermire Cave and Victoria Cave. 

 
Opportunities for open-air recreation 
 
55. Access to high quality landscapes, memorable places and special 
experiences ie opportunities to enjoy scenic quality, wildness, tranquillity etc .  For 
this route the relevant aspects are: 

• Exceptional opportunities to enjoy all these special qualities (see above); 
• Outstanding views from much of the route – Malham Tarn and Three Peaks; 
• Highly memorable, striking limestone and karst features that can be seen at 

first hand; 
• Good footpaths and bridleway links and access to extensive areas of open 

countryside. 
 
56. Presence of  a wide range of natural or cultural heritage features, landmarks 
and designations that cumulatively enrich the landscape experience .  For this route 
the relevant aspects are: 

• Diverse range of opportunities to enjoy both natural and cultural heritage 
features (see above); 

• Attermire Scar, Warrendale Knotts and Jubilee Cave in particular are key 
landmark features. 

 
57. Range of outdoor recreational experiences that reflect the qualities of the 
area and do not detract from the enjoyment of the area by others ie quiet outdoor 
recreation .  For this route the relevant aspects are: 

• Scope for both short and long distance walks in a variety of landscapes; 
• Excellent opportunities for cycling, horse riding and nature study; 
• Part of Pennine Bridleway National Trail (Settle Loop); 
• Opportunities for carriage drivers. 
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Assessment of Effects 
 
58. In accordance with the Framework - management of the use of unsealed routes ‘green 
lanes’ in the Yorkshire Dales National Park, this report has looked at evidence to help 
identify the impact of walkers, cyclists, horse riders and recreational motor vehicles, as 
well as other users, on factors such as: 
 

o Ecological sensitivity 
o Archaeological sensitivity 
o Landscape character 
o Visual character 
o Condition and durability of the route surface 
o Levels of use 
o Importance of the route as part of the rights of way network 
o Effects of the current levels of recreational use on others 

 
59. The next stage is to ’assess’ this information and judge its significance.  To ensure this 
is done in a structured way a series key issues and corresponding questions are asked as 
follows: 
 
Key issue Information used 
Conserving the 
character, amenity 
and/or natural beauty 
of the route 

• Ecological sensitivity 
• Archaeological sensitivity 
• Landscape character 
• Visual character 
• Condition and durability of the route surface 
• Levels of use 
 

Key questions Assessment Advisory group 
comments 

Do reports from Natural 
England or YDNPA staff 
indicate the ecology of the 
route is vulnerable to motor 
vehicle use, or is being 
damaged by motor vehicle 
use?  
 

The route passes through areas of blanket bog, and 
through areas used by ground nesting birds.  These 
features would be vulnerable if motor vehicles leave 
the route. 
 
 
 
 

 

What measures could be 
taken to mitigate potential 
damage? 

Soft engineering techniques such as careful 
placement of boulders to encourage users to remain 
on the track are possible. 
 

 

Do reports from YDNPA 
staff indicate the 
archaeology of the route is 
vulnerable to motor vehicle 
use, or is being damaged 
by motor vehicle use?  
 

Wall/culvert on the route is showing signs of 
damage. The route passes close to mining features 
which could be vulnerable if motor vehicles leave 
the route.   
 
 
 

 

What measures could be 
taken to mitigate potential 
damage? 
 

Wall/culvert conserved as part of the PBW 
implementation works. Soft engineering techniques 
such as careful placement of boulders to encourage 
users to remain on the track are possible. 
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Does the presence of 
recreational motor vehicles 
affect the intrinsic character 
and value of the 
landscape? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sunday levels of motor vehicle use on Gorbeck 
Road whilst a TRO was in place averaged 2.1 
vehicles/day, of which 1.1 were 4x4s, 0.5 were 
motorbikes and 0.6 unspecified motor vehicles.   
Prior to the TRO average Sunday levels were 7.6 
motor vehicles/day, of which 1.3 were 4x4s, 6.1 
were motorbikes and 0.2 unspecified motor vehicles.  
After the TRO was removed Sunday levels have 
averaged 6.3 motor vehicles/day, consisting of 4.0 
4x4s, 1.6 motorbikes and 0.7 unspecified motor 
vehicles.  This suggests an increase in recreational 
4x4 use. 
 
When motor vehicles are present, there is likely to 
be a significant effect on the perceived wildness and 
tranquillity of the landscape, which are increasingly 
rare and highly valued qualities that are strongly 
represented at Gorbeck Road. When motor vehicles 
can be seen or heard on Gorbeck Road, these 
qualities will be greatly diminished or lost. 
 

 

What would be the effect of 
possible increased use? 
 

These qualities would be further diminished if levels 
of motor vehicle use increased.  
 

 

Where a route is 
undamaged at present, is 
increased use likely to lead 
to damage?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
What is the likelihood of 
increased use? 
 
 
 
 
 
What would be the affect of 
repairing or maintaining the 
route to cope with possible 
increased use? 
 

The engineered sections of the route were to BOAT 
standard and so should be able to withstand motor 
vehicle use associated with this status.  Sections of 
the route also run over vegetation surface which has 
not been engineered. Comparisons of different 
condition surveys show that these sections are 
vulnerable to motor vehicle use, and are being 
damaged, though at present only one set of ruts 
present in most locations. 
 
Use of the route by recreational motor vehicles has 
returned to comparable levels to those seen prior to 
a TRO being placed, albeit with a shift towards more 
4x4s and less motorcycles.  It is unclear whether 
this level of use is now at a ‘plateau’ or could 
increase further over the winter months. 
 
The sections of the route that run on a vegetation 
surface provide a pleasant contrast to the 
engineered sections.  Engineering these sections to 
provide a firmer rut resistant surface would have a 
negative affect on the experience of using this route 
for all users. 
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Key issue Information used 
Preventing damage • Ecological sensitivity 

• Archaeological sensitivity 
• Landscape character 
• Visual character 
• Condition and durability of the route surface 
• Levels of use 
 

Key questions Assessment Advisory group 
comments 

Is damage by recreational 
users evident?   
 
 
 
If so, how serious is it and 
which user groups appear 
responsible? 
 

Based on observations at the time of this report 
damage is evident in localised areas near Langcliffe 
and more extensively at the Langscar Gate end 
where the route runs on grass.   
 
The damage would appear to be more evident than 
shown in the condition surveys in the Appendix, and 
appears to be due mainly to 4x4s. No significant 
damage by other recreational users is evident.  
 

 

In the long term, does the 
damage appear to be 
getting worse or better? 
 

The condition surveys show damage to the 
vegetation surface of the route was most serious in 
the February 2008 survey. These sections had 
largely recovered by March 2009.  The September 
2009 condition survey showed similar results to 
March 2009.  However in November 2009 these 
grassy areas are now being denuded and the 
condition of the route is appearing to deteriorate 
once again to the level shown in February 2008. 
 

 

Has any major repair 
and/or engineering works 
been carried out on this 
route? 
 

Major engineering works took place as part of the 
Pennine Bridleway project in 2005/6. 

 

What has been the effect of 
this work? 

There appears to have been a great improvement in 
overall track condition. All the main problems, 
identified prior to the works - rutting, vegetation 
damage and poor drainage, have been addressed 
satisfactorily.  
 

 

 
Key issue Information used 
Affording better 
opportunities to 
enjoy the area 

• Special qualities 
• Visual character 
• Levels of use 
• Effects of the current levels of recreational use on others 
 

Key questions Assessment Advisory group 
comments 

Is the ability of visitors to 
enjoy quiet open-air 
recreation and the special 
landscape qualities of the 
National Park being 
affected, and if so, over 
what area? 

The majority of Gorbeck Road is part of the Pennine 
Bridleway’s Settle Loop and there are outstanding 
landscape and heritage experiences along the route, 
including many striking and memorable views, 
blanket bog, a wealth of limestone and karst 
features including Jubilee Cave, and interesting bird 
life. Motor vehicle use of the route detracts from 
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What would be the effect of 
possible increased use? 

enjoyment of all these special qualities, causing 
noise and annoyance to walkers and other users. 
Although levels of use by motorbikes has declined it 
appears that the number of recreational 4x4s has 
increased.  The pair of ruts on the eastern side of 
the route shows clear evidence of vehicles using the 
route, and they detract from its natural beauty and 
feeling of wildness even when vehicles are not 
physically present.  The sensitivity of the setting is 
such that these impacts are considered to be 
significant.  
 
The relatively wide visibility of the route means that 
vehicles will be visible, and audible, for considerable 
distances across surrounding areas of moor and 
accessible open country. 
 
The wildness qualities would be further diminished if 
levels of motor vehicle use increase.  
 

Does any damage affect 
enjoyment of the route by 
users? 
 

The pair of ruts on the eastern side of the route 
shows can detract from the routes natural beauty 
and feeling of wildness even when vehicles are not 
physically present. 
 

 

What would be the affect of 
repairing this damage? 
 

Further engineering would diminish the landscape 
experience for users, and in itself affect the natural 
beauty. 
 

 

 
 
Key issue Information used 
Avoiding danger and 
conflict 

• Visual character 
• Levels of use 
• Importance of the route as part of the rights of way network
• Effects of the current levels of recreational use on others 
 

Key questions Assessment Advisory group 
comments 

What is the likelihood of, or 
current use causing, 
danger to any group users? 
Are there any recorded 
accidents or near misses 
on the route? 

Since the repair work, and opening of the Settle 
Loop this has been a very popular route with 
walkers, cyclists and to some extent horse riders.  
The open nature of the route and the fact that it 
generally has good sightlines should reduce the 
possibility of physical conflict on the route. 
 
The YDNPA has no records of accidents or near 
misses on the route since the engineering work was 
completed.  Overall risk is assessed as low. 
 

 

Is use by vehicular traffic of 
the route unsuitable, having 
regard to the existing 
character and effect on 
adjoining properties? 
 

There are no adjoining properties to this route  
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Management options under consideration  
 
60. Having now assessed the key issues affecting the route the possible options for 
management include: 
 

• Do nothing 
• Repair the route 
• Maintain the route 
• Seek voluntary restraint on use of the route from specified users 
• Place legal restriction (traffic regulation order – TRO) on use of route from specified 

users eg: 
o Limit use of the route to a specified number of users each month ( a permit 

system) 
o Seasonal restriction on use (preventing use at specified times of year) 
o Other partial restriction (eg preventing use for certain number of days or at 

certain times of day) 
o All year round restriction on use 

 
61. Local consultees were consulted in 2007 on how they thought Gorbeck Road should be 
managed.  The management option(s) consultees believed, at that time, should be applied 
to Gorbeck Road were: 
 
Organisation Response 
Land owners/managers Maintain the route 
Parish/town Council Traffic Regulation Order on motorised traffic or 

downgrade to a Bridleway. 
NYTMAG We propose a seasonal, one way TRO to run from 1st 

Nov to 31st March, to allow one way traffic from the 
junction with the bridleway at Grizedales to the tarmac 
road on Malham moor. 

Ramblers Association Traffic Regulation Order 
British Horse Society Do nothing 
International Mountain Bike 
Association 

No response 

British Driving Society 
(carriage drivers) 

No response 

Yorkshire Dales Green 
Lanes Alliance 

A TRO should be imposed to prevent conflict between 
these users and recreational motor vehicle users, and 
to preserve its qualities of wildness and tranquillity. 
 

 
62. This was taken into consideration by YDGLAG when it gave its advice in May 2007.  
No further informal consultation has been undertaken at this stage. 
 
63. The recommendation of the YDGLAG in 2007 was: 
 

The advice of the group (which could not be reached through consensus) was a 
one way TRO in the winter months (the beginning of October to the end of March), 
so that recreational mechanically propelled vehicles can only travel in one direction 
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from the junction of the bridleway at Grizedales to the tarmac road at Malham Moor 
and that this should be regularly monitored and reviewed. 

 
64. Following Regulation 4 consultation with statutory consultees YDNPA officers 
recommended to Access Committee: 
 

Consult on the intention to make a weekend (from midnight Friday to midnight 
Sunday) permanent TRO from Langscar Gate: SD 8880 6489 to Clay Pitts: SD 
8304 6523 to prohibit recreational mechanically propelled vehicles. 

 
65. The reasons given for changing the approach recommended by YDGLAG in January 
2008 were because it was considered that this proposal was too complex and could lead 
to confusion.  This was influenced by the response of North Yorkshire Police to the 
consultation which stated that:  
 

“many of the proposed regulations are too complex in terms of restrictions on 
certain days or months of the year. A one way system, a route with an order which 
still allows access along a part of a road and a route which will be made subject to 
an emergency order should damage occur to it. I would suggest that regulations of 
this nature have the potential for large amounts of confusion amongst recreational 
motorised users and the potential for unintentional breaches of the proposed 
regulations with the failure of any attempted prosecutions as a consequence”. 
 

66. Access Committee at the meeting in January 2008 decided to consult on the possibility 
of a full time TRO under Regulation 5.  However during this second stage consultation ie 
between January and April 2008 the route was showing damage and deterioration.  This 
lead to officers changing their advice to a full TRO when this matter went before Access 
Committee on the second occasion in April 2008.  At this meeting the Access Committee 
decided that on the basis of the evidence and Regulation 5 consultations that a full time 
permanent TRO should be made.   
 
67. The TRO on Gorbeck Road was later quashed following the High Court case brought 
by LARA and individuals against the YDNPA.  His Honour Judge Behrens upheld two of 
the grounds cited by LARA, but only one of these applied to Gorbeck.  That is showing 
how the duty under Section 122 of Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 had been undertaken 
in deciding the need for the TRO.  
 
68. Section 122 states: 
 

(1) It shall be the duty of every local authority upon whom functions are conferred 
by or under this Act, so to exercise the functions conferred on them by this Act 
as (so far as practicable having regard to the matters specified in subsection (2) 
below) to secure the expeditious, convenient and safe movement of vehicular 
and other traffic (including pedestrians) and the provision of suitable and 
adequate parking facilities on and off the highway or, in Scotland, the road. 
 

(2) The matters referred to in subsection (1) above as being specified in this 
subsection 
are— 
 

(a) the desirability of securing and maintaining reasonable access to 
premises; 
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(b) the effect on the amenities of any locality affected and (without prejudice 
to the generality of this paragraph) the importance of regulating and 
restricting the use of roads by heavy commercial vehicles, so as to preserve 
or improve the amenities of the areas through which the roads run; 
(bb) the strategy prepared under section 80 of the Environment Act 1995 
(national air quality strategy); 
(c) the importance of facilitating the passage of public service vehicles and of 
securing the safety and convenience of persons using or desiring to use 
such vehicles; and 
(d) any other matters appearing to . . . the local authority . . . to be relevant. 
 

69. His Honour Judge Behrens found that: 
 

“Whilst I accept that the Access Committee considered a number of matters and 
carried out a degree of balancing, I cannot accept that it has been demonstrated 
that it carried out the balancing exercise required by section 122 in respect of each 
of the TROs. The necessity to carry out such an exercise was not brought 
sufficiently to its attention and there is no evidence that the exercise was in fact 
carried out.” 
 

70. His Honour Judge Behrens dismissed the ground of complexity of reasons stating that: 
 

“In my view the issue of complexity was certainly a factor that the Access 
Committee were entitled to take into account when deciding whether to make full or 
partial TROs.” 

 
71. The TRO was removed in June 2009.   
 
72. The full range of management options for Gorbeck Road must once again be 
considered by the YDGLAG.   
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Appendix 1 
 
Landscape Character Areas 
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Key Characteristics of LCA 39: Limestone Moors 

 
 A series of areas following the exposed Great Scar Limestone across 

the southern part of the National Park, separated by the southern 
dales, and containing many areas of international and national 
biological or geological value. 

 Exposed limestone features including cliffs, screes, gorges, 
pavements and scattered boulders dominate the landscape, creating 
a rugged, worn character.  These combine with shallow soil cover, 
shakeholes, potholes and caves to form classic karst landscape. 

 Panoramic views are available across the southern dales and 
southern dales fringes.  In the western part of the area views are 
dominated by the Three Peaks landforms of Ingleborough, Whernside 
and Pen-y-ghent. 

 Closely grazed, springy, flower-rich grasslands form a neat, 
continuous, bright green carpet between exposed rock features.  
Many areas are recognised as being of high nature conservation 
value. 

 Several large, semi-natural, undergrazed woodlands occur on the dale 
sides with a few, small, isolated plantations at higher elevations.  A 
more continuous pattern of plantations has been established within 
the estate around Malham Tarn.  Scattered trees or open, grazed 
woodland occur on scree slopes and cliffs, with occasional windblown 
trees or shrubs in cliffs and pavements at higher levels.  

 A general absence of streams and surface water features, with the 
exception of occasional small tarns and limited numbers of springs at 
the base of the limestone moors, mainly around Ingleborough.  
Malham Tarn is a atypical, forming a large waterbody in the central 
bowl of the Malham/Arncliffe area. 

 Settlement is very limited, comprising mainly upland farmsteads in the 
Malham/Arncliffe area.  Urban influences such as overhead wires and 
fences are scarce, tending to be concentrated around Malham Tarn. 

 Quarries eat into the sides of the limestone moors but are often well 
hidden except in local views or views from opposing dale sides. 

 An extensive network of historic routes and modern footpaths/tourist 
routes crosses the area.  Former drove roads form wide, walled green 
lanes.  Roads are mostly limited to minor lanes within the 
Malham/Arncliffe area, some are open whilst others are contained 
within high drystone walls, with verges of varying width and small 
roadside quarries. 

 Drystone walls are frequent, forming medium size enclosures on the 
dales fringes giving way to larger enclosures or limited open areas.  
Wall pattern is strongly rectilinear, passing straight over and taking 
little or no account of natural features. 
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Key Characteristics of LCA37: Three Peaks and central moors and fells 
area 
 Elevated stepped hills formed by differential erosion of layered Yoredale 

Series limestones and sandstones, often with pronounced flat plateau 
tops, sub-divided by and overlooking the central dales. 

 Exposed peak sides are marked by sandstone and limestone crags and 
screes, sometimes forming dramatic, steep-sided, upstanding plateau 
peaks (eg Pen-y-ghent and Ingleborough Hill). 

 Deep drift deposits often mask underlying geology but are cut through by 
gulleys on steeper hillsides to reveal stepped rock bands which often 
form waterfalls. 

 Isolated pockets of limestone karst scenery are exposed within the 
surrounding drift and along valley sides, creating areas of brighter 
grassland and typical limestone features including pavements, cliffs and 
screes. 

 Broadleaved tree cover is confined to scattered trees clinging to cliffs and 
rock outcrops in gulleys or on hillsides, or occasional small woodlands.  
At lower elevations tree cover increases in gills and along dale heads. 

 Extensive coniferous plantations form dark, alien intrusions across the 
centre of the area. 

 Moor tops are uninhabited.  Occasional upland farms of traditional 
construction with some modern buildings are found on the dale fringes 
and at dale heads, usually close to rivers and roads and often associated 
with isolated pockets of limestone grassland. 

 Drystone walls extend from the dale fringes to enclose rough pasture and 
sometimes sub-divide wider areas of moorland.  Stone types are mixed, 
often changing in accordance with outcropping geology.  Occasional 
isolated walled meadows associated with upland farms and field barns 
are found in limestone pockets.   

 Roads and footpaths are isolated in character with panoramic views of 
the central dales and Three Peaks, the Howgill Fells, Cumbrian Fells, 
west across the Bowland Fringe, Bowland Fells and north west to the 
Lake District. 
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Appendix 2 
 

Condition Survey 2007  





 
GREEN LANE CONDITION SURVEY 

       
Route Name: Gorbeck Road Start Point: Langscar Gate End Point:   Surveyors Name: MA 
              
    Grid Ref:   Grid Ref:     
Weather: Cloudy and cool      
Parishes:           Survey Date: 25/9/09 
       

Photo No.: 
meters from start 

(m) 

Width of Gateway 
(m) 

Surface Type Evidence of Use Width of Rut Damage 
(m) 

Depth of Extreme Rut 
(cm) 

Comments 

0 0 Man-Made Pieces 4-Wheeled Vehicles 0 0   

100 0 Vegetation/Soil 
Motorcycles/4-
wheeled vehicles 0 0   

170 0 Vegetation/Soil 4-Wheeled Vehicles 0 20   

200 0 
Vegetation/Soil/Natural 
rock 

Foot and/or Horse/4-
wheeled vehicles 0 0   

400 0 
Vegetation/Soil/man 
made pieces   0 0   

530 0 
Mixed Natural 
Rock/vegetation/soil 

Motorcycles/4-
wheeled vehicles 0 30 short section of deep ruts 

600 0 Mixed Natural Rock   0 0   

730 0 
Mixed Natural 
Rock/vegetation/soil 

4-Wheeled 
Vehicles/motorcycles 0 0   

753 (no 
photo) 2.36           

800 0 Vegetation/Soil 
Foot and/or 
Horse/motorcycles 0 0 some ruts developing 

860 0 Vegetation/Soil 4-Wheeled Vehicles 0 40 short section of deep ruts 
1000 0 Vegetation/Soil Motorcycles 0 0   

1080 0 Vegetation/Soil All Types Of Use 0 30
braided track deep ruts on 
north side 

1163 0 Vegetation/Soil 

Foot and/or 
Horse/motorcycles 
 0 20 damage also starting to side 



Photo No.: 
meters from start 

(m) 

Width of Gateway 
(m) 

Surface Type Evidence of Use Width of Rut Damage 
(m) 

Depth of Extreme Rut 
(cm) 

Comments 

1200 0 Man-Made Pieces 4-Wheeled Vehicles 0 0   
1400 2.62 Man-Made Pieces Foot and/or Horse 0 0   
1577 0 Man-Made Pieces   0 0   
1600 0 Man-Made Pieces   0 0   
1778 0 Man-Made Pieces   0 0   
1800 0 Man-Made Pieces   0 0   
1863 0 Man-Made Pieces Motorcycles 0 0   
2000 0 Man-Made Pieces   0 0   
2200 0 Man-Made Pieces   0 0   
2274 0 Man-Made Pieces   0 0   
2306 0 Man-Made Pieces   0 0   
2400 0 Man-Made Pieces   0 0   
2600 0 Man-Made Pieces   0 0   
2800 0 Man-Made Pieces   0 0   

2867 (no 
photo) 2.21           

3000 0 Man-Made Pieces   0 0   
3200 0 Man-Made Pieces   0 0   
3400 0 Man-Made Pieces   0 0   

3518 (no 
photo) 2.45           

3600 0 Man-Made Pieces   0 0   
3800 0 Man-Made Pieces   0 0   
4000 0 Man-Made Pieces   0 0   
4200 0 Man-Made Pieces   0 0   

4368 (no 
photo) 2.48           

4400 0 Man-Made Pieces   0 0   
4600 0 Vegetation/Soil 4-Wheeled Vehicles 0 0 Ruts in this area have healed 

4800 0 
Vegetation/Soil/man 
made pieces 

4-Wheeled 
Vehicles/foot and/or 
horse 0 0   



Photo No.: 
meters from start 

(m) 

Width of Gateway 
(m) 

Surface Type Evidence of Use Width of Rut Damage 
(m) 

Depth of Extreme Rut 
(cm) 

Comments 

5000 0 Man-Made Pieces   0 0   
5200 0 Man-Made Pieces   0 0   
5400 0 Man-Made Pieces   0 0   
5600 0 Man-Made Pieces   0 0   
5800 0 Man-Made Pieces   0 0   

5943 (no 
photo) 3.06           

6000 0 Man-Made Pieces   0 0   
6200 0 Man-Made Pieces   0 0   
6400 0 Man-Made Surfaced   0 0   
6600 0 Man-Made Surfaced   0 0   

6674 (no 
photo) 3.69           

6763 0 Man-Made Surfaced   0 0   
 



 

 

0m Langscar Gate 400m 
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Appendix 3 
 
Comparisons of condition surveys 
 





Gorbeck Road: 530m from Langscar Gate 

 February 2007: no picture taken at 
this location 

February 2008

March 2009 September 2009  



 

Gorbeck Road: 1163m from Langscar Gate 

February 2007 February 2008 

March 2009 September 2009 



 

Gorbeck Road: 4600m from Langscar Gate 

February 2007 (at 4700m) February 2008 

March 2009 September 2009 



          Appendix 4 
 
Mapped information on access, landscape character, designated features, and 
visual influence 



 









          Appendix 5 
Citations for designated land 
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County: North Yorkshire  
Site Name: Langcliffe Scars and Jubilee, Albert and 
Victoria Caves 
 
Status: Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) notified under Section 28 of the Wildlife 
and Countryside Act, 1981, as amended. 
 
Local Planning Authority: Yorkshire Dales National Park, (Craven District Council) 
 
National Grid Reference: SD 845642 
 
Ordnance Survey Sheets 1:50,000: 98 1:10,000: SD 86 NW, NE, SW, SE 
 
Area: 684.9 (ha) 1692.4 (ac) 
 
First Notified*: 1955 Date of Revision: 1987 
 
Description: 
Langcliffe Scars is a classic Carboniferous Limestone locality which demonstrates the 
most 
complete sequence of Dinantian strata to be found in the Craven area, while the deposits 
of 
Victoria Cave are of particular interest because they have yielded a Ôhippopotamus fauna 
of Ipswichian age at an unusual altitude for this northerly latitude. 
 
Lying between the north and south Craven Faults, Langcliffe Scars shows ancient mature 
sediments typical of the southern edge of the Askrigg Block and northern Craven Basin, 
between which is a transitional apron-reef development. The geology of the area has been 
the source of some controversy for a number of years and has yet to be fully understood 
and described. Features present include a variety of limestones with ÔreefsÕ, shales, 
dolomites, and cherts as well as boulder-beds at a number of stratigraphic levels. This site, 
with its thick and richly fossiliferous sequence spanning the Arundian-Brigantian interval, 
has great potential for studies in the fields of carbonate sedimentology and diagenesis, 
stratigraphy and palaeoecology. 
 
The fauna of Victoria Cave, which includes spotted hyena, lion, straight-tusked elephant, 
hippopotamus and fallow deer, has recently been dated to about 120 thousand years 
Before Present (BP). The Albert and Jubilee Caves have so far received little more than 
superficial attempts at excavation and are likely to afford undisturbed fossiliferous deposits 
of a similar character to those of Victoria Cave. 
 
Other Information: 
1. This site is listed within the Geological Conservation Review under the names 
Langcliffe-Attermire and Jubilee, Albert and Victoria Caves. 
2. It was formerly notified as two separate sites named Langcliffe Scars and Scaleber 
Quarry. 
3. During the 1987 revision, the boundary has been amended to include land not 
previously notified.* 
4. The site overlaps Attermire SSSI and is adjacent to Pikedaw Calamine Caverns SSSI. 
*Under Section 23 of the National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act, 1949. 
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Item No. 13 
 

Yorkshire Dales Access Forum – 23 February 2010 
 

Secretary’s Report 
 
 
Purpose of the Report 
 
The following report brings together, in one place, a collection of items for Members 
consideration and information. 
 
 
Access Committee Dates and Venues  
 
Date Venue Time 
8 April 2010 Yoredale, Bainbridge  10.00 
8 July 2010 Grassington Town Hall 10.00 
7 October 2010 Yoredale, Bainbridge 10.00 
 
Any member of the Yorkshire Dales Access Forum can attend the Access Committee as a 
member of the public.  Please contact Rachel Briggs for a copy of the agenda and 
supporting papers.  Please note, it is not a requirement for members of the YDAF to attend 
Access Committee meetings, so it is not an ‘approved duty’ and LAF members cannot 
claim expenses for attending such meetings. 
 
 
Yorkshire Dales Access Forum Membership 
 
On 10 December 2009, a selection process took place for YDAF membership.  The 
outcome was that the following members were reappointed for a three year term: 
 

• Mike Bartholomew representing walking, road cycling and landscape conservation. 
• Ken Miller representing horse riding, cycling and walking. 

 
The following three members are new to the forum and have been appointed for a three 
year term: 
 

• Neil Heseltine from Malham representing landowners. 
• Mike Stephenson from Foxup, Littondale, representing walking, working with young 

people and farming in the Yorkshire Dales. 
• Stuart Monk from Ingleton representing vehicular use of green lanes. 

 
Finally, Peter Bradfield and Paul Tibbatts have both resigned from the Yorkshire Dales 
Access Forum since the September 2009 meeting.  On behalf of the Yorkshire Dales 
National Park Authority we have thanked them both for their commitment to the work of the 
Yorkshire Dales Access Forum, and wished them both well for the future. 
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Cumbria Countryside Access Partnership 
 
The following provides a summary of the meetings of the Cumbria Countryside Access 
Partnership.  Copies of the minutes and supporting papers can be requested from Rachel 
Briggs by emailing her at Rachel.Briggs@yorkshiredales.org.uk or phoning on 01969 
652363. 
 
Maintenance Task Group – 3 December 2009 
 
The agenda consisted of the following items: 

• Digitisation of the definitive map. 
• Access partnership work programme – the group were asked for suggestions. 

 
Operational Steering Group – 1 October 2009 
 
The agenda consisted of the following items: 

• Feedback from all the Task Groups. 
• Quarterly report on the progress of the RoWIP. 

 
Promotion Task group – 9 September 2009 
 
The agenda consisted of the following items: 

• ROWIP 2008-09 delivery report. 
• ROWIP 2009-10 action plan performance monitoring. 
• Promotion themes – e.g. open access, fishing, horses, short distance walks. 
• Long distance routes – the group discussed the difficulty with promotion of long 

distance routes. 
 
If any member would like further information on any items covered please contact Rachel 
Briggs. 
 
Yorkshire Dales Access Forum Annual Report 
 
The Local Access Forum Guidance states that every forum is required to produce an 
annual report on the discharge of its functions. 
 
A draft of the annual report was circulated in January 2010.  A full colour draft will be 
circulated at the meeting.   
 
Subject to Members comments, the report will be printed and circulated to the following: 
 

• Yorkshire Dales Access Forum Members. 
• Local libraries. 
• Local Tourist Information Centres. 
• National Park Centres. 
• National Parks. 
• Official Observers. 
 

The report will also be presented to the Access Committee. 
 
 
Rachel Briggs 
January 2010 
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